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PREFACE. 

Believing that individual sport has a greater place in Inter
collegiate Athletics and that a man will get many valuable lessons 
from meeting in friendly competition another man equally as good 
as he is, and because my wife has asked me to write the boof, bas 
caused me to spend one year collecting the pictures and working 
out the descriptions. I am giying to the wrestling public the best 
I have in the different groups of holds trips locks and counters. 

E. C. GAIJIJAGHER. 

A. & M. College, Stillwater, Okla. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

\Vrestling is a scicllce. rather than a display of great muscular 
• 

ahility or effort. The propcr combination of brain and brawn is 
nccessary for success, particularly in amateur mat uctivilles. Skili 
is 75 per cent of the required assets of a grapIer brute strength 25 
PPl' cent. )[oreo\'('r, the "will to win" and self confidelH~{' are 
;dl-impol'tant elements in the cOlhposition of a wrestler. 

There, in brief yOll have the theory of Coach K C. GalIagheJ', 
Illlthor of this book, in which he contributes to all wrestlers and 
prospective \\Testlcrs, whether highschool boy, eolkge lIIan, athlet.ie 
cl II b member or professional campaigner, the things he has lC'f1.l'lled 
aud developed. 

Gallagher's theory has worked. Tests of ever-increasing scope 
and responsibility and combination ha"e proved his theory success
ful. As a \\Testling coach, 11e has been universally successful in 
the eh~ven years of his cm'eer deyoted largely to the maJt game. 
Yen}' by year greater laurels haye been won by his students and 
pl'oleges, nntil, in 1925, his team of Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Meehanical college men won the national Amateur Athletic Union's 
('halllpionship, sweeping into a team title hy an overwhelming mar
l!in of points. 

Fourteen of the twenty-four men ,,-ho placed among the meda
lists in the 1925 National A. A. U. tournament were products of 
Gallagher's training. Six of the eight national ehampions had 
learned the game under his guidance. 

Gallagher's college teams have never had an unsuccessful sea
wn. Year upon year, since 1915. the start of his coaching, the 
Oklahoma Aggies haye won consistently. In only two of those sea
sons have they failed to finish all-victorious schedules. Only three 
dual intercollegiate meets haw been lost. Texas university won 
(JIll' in 1916, Kebraska uninl'sity one in 1918 and Iowa State College 
one in 1918. In other veal'S when they were met these teams were • • 
defeated. 

Because of the consisteDt victories of his men in Southwest 
conference competition, Gallagher attained the popular title of 
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"dean of southwestern wrestling" several years ago. Now bis 
ability as a coach has become nat.ionally known. 

All sorts of amateur competition has been entered by GaUagher':< 
men. 'fhey have been victorions in Missouri Valley and 'Westerll 
conference meets, in districts and national trials in former years, 
and in 1924 two! of them were members of the United State Olympic 
team, which won the world's championship at the Paris games. 

Gallagber's system, as well as his theory, is largely original. 
It is unique. in that it is like no other method employed. In this. 
hook he divulges many secrets heretofore reserved for his own 
students .. 

More tban half the holds, counters and breaks described in 
this book are products of Gallagher's ingenuity. In some instances, 
they are combinations of old and new methods. Many of them 
are purely the products of study given the subject by the author. 
As a system, Gallagher's methods are different. 

In this book, Gallagher has followed the plan of positive 
statements. If the reader-student desires to obtain the best results 
from what he finds in the book, it is impel'ative that he b~lieve 
wholeheartedly what he reads therein. Nothing of an untried nature 
has been included. There's no conjecture, but merely exposition 
of facts about the most important phases of preparation for suc
cess in wrestling. Not too much emphasis has been put upon de
tailed reasons. The" how" and not the "why" has been stressed.. 

Gallagher's students, who receive personal training by him. 
long ago learned to accept without doubt what the A. and M. Col
lege conch told them. That was their first step in success. Next' 
came a familiarity with methods, gained by conscientious practice. 
To do tlus or that, in mat meneuvers, came later to be second nature 
for the student wrestlers. Lastl)'1 came the victory complex. After 
that only the polishing process remained. 

If you are interested in becoming a successful wrestler, and 
can not be fortunate enough to get personal training in the classes 
Coach Gallagher conducts, the next best move is to follow care
fully the plan of preparation outlined in hie; book 

The writer of this brief foreword has followed Gallagher'S 
career as a wrestling coach, season by season, since 1915. It has 
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been his pleasant task to write for the newspapers of $e middle
west ·more recently of the nation hundreds of stories of achieve
ments by Gallagher's men. He has listened to the author's confi .. 

dences and has heard whispered ambitions, thing8 he has seen 
accomplished. Withal, he has observed the modesty with which 
Coach Gallagher has received acclaim, and has seen the unusual 
regard and re,-erence in which Gallagher's students hold him. 

Therefore, there is a sincere pleasure for the writer in recom
mending to you this book, the product of Gallagher's experience 
lind a contribution to wrestling the clean, wholesome sort that 
rapidly is gaining in popularity in the nation. 

RANDLE PERDUE, 

Sports Correspondent. 





CRAPTER I 

A I STORY OF WRESTLING. 

Wrestling is almost as man. As soon as men were present ill 
nn~' great numbers men vied with each other in strength comhats 
something like wrestling matches. As the populatJon increased 
and wars were being fought all kinds of strength tests were popu
lar and men tried their tricks on each other. The waging of wars 
lind the law of the survival of the fittest brought about this con
dition where men of the class who lacked intelligence in fighting 
fell first. 

In battles it was learned that there were certain holds, trips 
and pries that would render your opponent at your mercy and 
these were developed as far as knowledge of the game would permit. 
The greatest sword fighters and ahnd-to-hand, fighters were no 
doubt men who had considerable skill in wrestling. \-Ye know that 
there has never heen a great step taken in Physical Education and 
Athletics that was not a direct result of a demand from the military 
departments of the different countries. In times of peace wrestling 
was encouraged along with other forInS of athletics and a different 
kind of holds developed. 

It seems that merely a matter of physical supremacy kept men 
vieing with each other in strength and skill contests and kept the 
,nest ling game progressing. 1\[en would meet and try their skill 
in I'unning, hopping, throwing the stone or performing feats of 
strength and showing their skill in wrestling other men. Each 
lltan added some knowledge to the game and it kept developing. 

In studying the different forms of wrestling in their history 
of de"clopment it is well to consider the rules first. In the ~tyle 
practiced in Europe they had rules that would permit only of really 
good work with the ' hands, arms and back. Their rules were such 
that they did most of the wrestling with their arms. This develop
ed the Graeco-Roman style whieh is still the leading variety ill 
Europe. 

In Japan the difJerent organizations were developing an almost 
e>ntirely different form of wrestling. Skill and Imowledge of the 
trips were placed above mere strength and Dlany good things 
about wrestling were developed. However the Japa.nese were in the 
habit of !using such trip holds and counters that would render 
their opponent helpless. This being the case the Jui Jitsu the lead-
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ing branch of Japanese wrestling has not quite met with the fa VOl 
it would ha!Ve met with if these holds had been left out. We think 
of Jui Jitsu as being a means of hurting an opponent and rendet'ing 
him helpless. This is not entirely true and Jui Jitsu in the first grade~ 
is as wonderful series of trips holds aud counters while in the ad
vanced grades we find every known method of rendering our op
ponents helpless either by joint locking or by blows to the different 
parts of the body. The Japanese have had wonderful effect on wrest
ling which will be shown later. 

'When men learned to wager on wrestling metehcs it brought 
out another class of wrestlers known as professional men. They, 
tnarle a lJusir.ess of wrestling and capitalized On their 1l.~·.1 ity to bcatl 
the other fellow. This was not the easiest way so many bouts were 
framed so to speak aud the wrestlers knew how the bouts were to 
come off before they were wrestled. The game WR!3 thrown in & 

bad way and the people in general refused to be a party to unfair 
methods so professional wrestling nearly went flat. 

But there were another claRS of people aud they were ama
teurs. They wrestled for the pleasure they got out of the game and 
the good it did their bodies to indulge in im ... h athletie exercises. 
These men barred all punishing holds took out of the game all 
things that were most likely to injure an opponent and made it 
possible for two gentlemen to engage in a wre~tling match ne to 
beat the other and yet not injure your fellow in person or eeling. 

The group just mentioned has saved wrestling. The generat 
1mblie has been led back to wrestling and like it as never hefor!!.' 
Since you must educate people to like any thing of this kind the 
College teams have gone far to establish Amateur Wrestling in the 
U. S. The different conferences, and organizations have promoted 
wrestling to its present state of efficiency. The Olympic Games 
recognizing wrestling bas kept many a good man in the game and 
has shown that great good can be realized from indulging in this 
form of exercise . 

• 

The present United States Amateur wrestling is a mixture of 
European, Japanese, American and the old side hold wrestling. In
telligent wrestlers can find a place for all the good trips blocks 
and counters. If we see umateur wrestling in California we see 'a 
tricky type of holds looking nearly like the Jui Jitsu. If you go 
the Eastern part of the U. S. you see a more conservative form 
of ",.restling the men afraid to take a chance and trying to win 
using only a few holds. In the Central 'Vest they are influenced 
on alL the different forms and you are likely to see all forms of 
'wrestling. Some men using scissors, some all arm and head holds 
while the more skilled may use many leg combinations. The style 
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in the future and the way men will ,nestle will depend upon just 
how the rules are written. 

It is my opinion that the mat,ches must be IIpeeded up and that 
1lJ('1l will, be allowed more leniency always giving the decision to 
the mall who has shown the most skill and aggressiveness. At pres
ent there are five things that happen while wrestling in aP~lition 
to getting tilrowll and your shoulders piJUled, they are: going be
hilld an opponent, throwing an opponent to the mat after you are be
hillJ. holding an opponent to the mat staying on top, getting out 
from under if you are on the bottom and the of'fellsin' wrestling 
you may do such as applying holds and beating an opponent with 
some hold trip lock or counter. 

In conclusion why not learn just what we should lmow and 
learn it well. Be intelligent wrestlers and keep in good condition. 
Wrestle clean and be a good sport and last have a determination 
that will carry you through the hardest batrtles and bring you out a 
mun win or lose. The history of wrestling will read that men learn
ed to wrestle fairly during the ("arly years of the twentieth cenr 
tury. 
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CHAPTER II 

The wrestling outlined in this book is developed on certain 
lilies not heretofore published. Every move and position is based 
upon a mechanical principle. All the movt\ments of the muscles are 
figured from a standpoint of anatomy and pyschologly. The theory 
upon which the holds are derived from is based on position, leverage 
and strength of groups of muscles. 

A man standing does not have a very large base. 'Vhen pushed 
uac·kward or pulled forward he resists or advances and retreats to 
suit the occasion and you cannot get him off his balance. If you 
push him to the right 01' left he resists or shifts t.o the right or left 
to' suit the case and still not gotten out of posit.ion. Two move
IIlents are very unusual and your muscles lUl\-e not developed to 
function that way. All the attacks are fi~\lrec1 from that theory. 
I f a man is standing never push straight at him but try to combine 
a 8t I'aight push wit ha side pnsh and he will ue unable to resist 
such a movement. This is because his, muscles have not been taught 
to resist such movements. You will find that no man will have 
lIlu('h luck resisting a mo\-ement at an angle of forty-five degrees 
from front or side because his muscl% are not taught to perform 
in this manner. When you are on the mat on the defensive, that 
is down on your hands and knees, if shoved forward you resist it 
easily. If shoved to the side you resist. that movement also. If how
ever you are shoved at an angle of forty-five degrees it throws all 
the force on one leg of the table and you cannot resist that movc
ment . 

• 

"\11ot.her theory we work on is that a man represents a table 
it either stands on two legs with limited support or it stands 'on 
four. Whether you are on four or two legs you cannot get off bal
ance unless one of the legs are destroyed. When contending with the 
four legged table it is always best to destroy two legs if possible. 
If this is not possible then one must be destroyed before you can 
do anything with your opponent. When you are on ton of an op
ponent and he is on all fours. 1<'irst try to break the arm to destroy 
one leg of the table and then immediately put all your pressure 
in that direction. It will then be necessary for him to shift the 
other table legs to take care of the pressure. If he is unable to 
shift then you have him down on the mat and at a disadva.ntage. 
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If h~ does shift to take care of the force it is wit:iJ. great e'fiort· be· 
cause he has to put more force in the movement. As a better ex
ample of this take for example a case of one man holding another 
dowll on the mat. The man on top gets one arm back and locks it. 'fhE 
man under has to carry 1i1w same weight and resists the same forces 
with one arm and two legs that he resisted with both arms and legs 
before. He will not be able to function as easily and will be de· 
feated hy losing an advantage. If an oppommt is not strong in the 
arms he will be easy to handle as far as getting one arm back. I:fJ 
he is of the more sturdy build he will be hard to do anything with 
so you will have to direct your attention to his legs. It is seldom 
that n man who is especially strong and well built in the arms 
is oyer-developed in the legs. We then take from the preceedillg 
sentence that we are to attack the weakest part, destroy one leg 
of the table at a time and hy getting your opponent out of position 
make him work harder in the early part of the hout. He will then 
be very weary and easily beaten near the end of the wrestling period. 

Another point is that you are to breath properly, be in the finE!st 
eondition possible and then wrestle with the greatest intelligenee. 
There is a limit to the development of musele and strength but there 
is no limit the individual may develop hilol brain. It has been estimated 
that the knowledge of the gume counts seventy fi.\"e pereent in makiug 
up a wrestler's qualifications. 'Vhen you arc making study of wrest
ling do it ill a systematic manner and just like you would'learn 
any other Hubject. 

Another most important point in this plan is if you want to ge~ 
the most out of your work do not take it so seriously that it becomes 
too tir(lsome and you bm·n out. Take it as a business and then strive 
to perfec>t your wrestling to its highest point. Get your body or 
wrestling machinery ill the finest condition and then with n good 
engineer at the throttle and good machine you will be able to defeat 
all comers. 

Nearly eyery book published on the sub.ject of wrestling has 'many 
good positions and holds but there is not lUuch system as to the 
divisions of holeL<;, trips and eounters, In tlus text itL the part !ihow
ing the holds I hayc grouped the different holds so you Illay tUl'll 

and find out a method to get an opponent in front of you. ho, .... to 
get him to the mat, ride him if you are fortunate to get on top and 
how to escape from underneath. With all the holds classified you hU"e 
something definite to work with and can find what you want without 
going over the entire text. 

Wrestling is only doing the little simple hut correct things at the 
right time, also doing them so fast the other fellow can't keep up and 
will eventually give you the chance you want. 
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l::M ... t\ JW PElt III 

PRELIMINARY TRAINING 
-----

Y Illir prelimillary t.raining for a ,nestling season should {'oyer the 
p('riod fl'om Sept. 1st., to .Tan. lst. It goe!'; without saying that you 
shoilid haye lived as clean as possihle all your life because a man 
OlJ('f' dissipated will neyer bE' quite so good as onc who has taken 
tilt' right pathI'. Begin yOllr training hy doing m'oss country running 
slal·ting with the half mile for a few days and gradually working up 
until you can do thc{' miles without feeling tired the next day. When 
yOIl reach this stage then begin to run only on every other day and 
tak .. wrestling in~truction OIl the other three days. The brain must 
hI' prepared several weel,s in advance of the mllscle in order to get 
tilt' ht'st coordination. In explanation, I mean thnt :von cannot lea1'n a 
hold hy trying it just before the match because the paths of reflex 
at't' !lot developed and you will not be able to use anything elX
plailll'd just before the houts begin. 

HI'!.rin your mat work by learning all the easy holcls and all fllnda
IIII'll tal positions and do YOU!' studying systematically, XeYer go to 
the Illat without something definite in mind and then learn eaeh 
grO\ljJ of holds taking a few each day and practice each position 
11101,(' thaw six times before taking another hold. If this plan is used 
",ht'11 yon get into a regular match you will be able to think faster 
thall ~'our opponent and that will win for you if you are in as good 
~hHf'(" . 

. \lways supplement your work with some form of calesthentic~ 
atl<l those that will work out the lateral trunk, abdoman, front neck, 
h(lek neck, biceps, and tricep!'; are the best. To do this· quickly, lie 
Oil the baek and raise both feet keeping the knees straight, this exer
cise works out the abdoman muscles. Then with the weight support
ed on the sides of the feet and one arm and the arm straight, raise 
awl lower the hip to the mat working out the lateral trunk. The bridge 
011 tIte back trying to throw the arms in as many positions as pos
sihh' and then turn face down on the mat und work ont the fl'ont neck 
mus..tes. Then chin for the biceps development and follow with 
I'upc~kipping or 1'11l1lling to developement endurance. 

\\"ateh you diet eating enough but not to much. You can eat 
nea )'Jy everytlling but do not eat anything between meals or take 
ally ('old drinks of any kind. r-ret· at least eight hours of sleep' and 
dOll't try to take too· lUallY activities. You cannot work five hours 
a llay miss meal!'; wrestle study and do several things and be in 
Hllythillg like wrestling condition, 
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Study each days work before you go to the mat and have your 
workouts progress in violence and in the things you are to learn 
Each day go back and see if you have left anything undone or have 
failed to completely or partly to learn any of the holds trips or count
ers of the previous lesson. 

'Vatch your physical condition and if you feel like you are not 
as good as the day before or lack strength or staying qualities you 
11.0 doubt are a little over trained. In this eyent skip one day and 
reduce the amount. of exercise until it seems to just keep you in 
the best of condition. 

It may be that you are undertrained and will have to go baok 
and start over and take some form of endurance work to build 
up to when> Y01l can do the work you should. If this be the case 
increase the distance you are running and the muscle building work 
but do not take enough to over do the thing. If to much calesthen
tic work is taken the muscle tone il'\ increased to to great a degree 
and a sluggish and slow moving muscle results. 

Rcmember man is an animal with very lit.tle natural coordination 
and ability to perform with hands or feet. This is nearly all ac
quired by constant practice. As example a bird can fly without 
using any thought or without the front brain at all. A man has to 
think or he cannot do anything at all. It. may be only a slight 
effort to him he has to be conscious of what he is doin~ Hnd 
for that. reason is considered the poorest developed animal when 
it comes to natural coordination. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PREPARING FOR THE 

The first thing to do is to decide what weight you are going to 
nwke. There are several things that will help to decide tIllS. 
Weight in and then look yourself over. l.,ook at your condition 
and determine if you are fat or thin. See if there can be some 
,,-eight taken off of your waist line. Have you been taking road 
,,-ork enough to keep off surplus weight 1 Are you a growing boy 
or a fully developed man T If a boy don't try to reduce over a very 
few pounds as it will stop your growth and may have an effect. 
)TOll do not want. If you are just an ordinary fellow about nine
tef'll nearly fully developed then you can take off' seyeeal pounds 
and wrestle better. 

For a man weighing one hundred and sixty fin pounds there 
is nothing left for him to do but take off enough to make the 
one hundred and fifty eight class. If you are a slender fellow 
weighting 126 pounus then do not try to go to 115 pounds but try 
to build up to 130 pounds and then reduce to the 125 pOlmd class. 
If you are a fat fellow weighing 155 pounds you could easily make 
145 pounds. You see that there are many things that will effect 
your weight making. 

The greatest one exercise to take off weight, denlop the lungs 
alaI heart, and make you want to win is running and road work. 

Your real training starts the day you get hI> at fi\"i~ thirty A. M. 
and do your road work starting easily at first and then getting 
to three or four miles a day. 

You lIa ve learned. nearly all the holds pr~cticing them many 
times each day and then have had little tryouts with the fellow 
wrestlers so you know where you are when you get on the mat. 
Practice hard every day over a long period just what you can 
stand and real progress will be show11. Each day keep going over 
the plan and practice solving problems. As an example think what 
might happen in a wrestling match. Will you wrestle too high and 
let your opponent get under you? 'Vill you wrestle too 10l" and let 
~'ourself be jerked forward and to your hands and knees ¥ Try these 
out and see just what you can do under real fire. The first problem 
will be the one where you are head to head to your opponent both 
On all fours. You will either haye the leg hod on him or" 
both OIl all fours. You will either have the leg hold on him or 
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he will have it on you Sl) the problem must be solved both ways. 
There are many things you can do if he has your legs and is under 
you. Wheat her you use right or left hands will be determined by 
the position of his head. If he has his head between your legs then 
neither can gain an advantage. If he has it to one side you might 
counter and he might get you to the mat. For this problem we will 
say that you are head to head with him and he has the under hold 
and has bot.h your legs. 

You must lean forward and straighten your legs back as hard 
as you can keeping all your weight on him so' he cannot get to his 
feet and bust you to the mat.. If his head is on your left side for 
the first counter reach thl'u in front of his right thigh and try TO 

take his right ankle and then at the same time pull hard and throw 
your weight on him to force him on his right shoulder tal{ing a' 
cross face hold with the left. If this does not work then take hold 
of his left ankle with your ri.ght hand and pull his leg to the 
side and then up which will cause him to fall oyet' on his right 
side as in the preceding counter. If this does not work reach under 
and thru his crotch with the right and lock your left to your right 
over his buttock lift him high and throw him under you. If this 
does not. work then take a d')'lhle body hold and fall backward • 
and throw him high over yonI' hearI and break loose. If this 
does not work then take a ('ne (lUartee nelson on him from the 
left side and try to force his head dowl] and turn him to a rQverse 
half nelson. If he is still getting the advantage then try tpe 
switch. This may fail and if it does then try as follows: put the 
left arm under in front and the right locked with it under hi# 
right arm and try to turn him over on his back, and get your 
legs loose. But yet you camlOt get him loose then try the double 
wrist lock and that failing go to the mat let him have top position 
and try the fifteen escapes shown in that chapter. The man who 
has the under position has the advantage and should try to shift 
his legs from side to side and get his body in the proper position 
and eventually eome out on top. You see in preparing for a 
match there is much to do. 

As the time gets as near as two weeks of the match begin sweat
iag fl little in the sweat cabinet. Watch your diet eating the, be:-;t 
foods, enough but not gorging yourself. Sleep at least eight or 
nine hours and half! of it before tweh'e o'clock. 'fhis will not al· 
ways be possible but never stay up as late as ten thirty. Do not 
have social engagements the best woman in the world can do you 
no good. If you do not have to make any sacrifices you wont give 
a care whethel' vou win or not. 

" 
If you are to wrestle on Saturday have a full time match 

nearly every day until Wednerday or Thursday. Thursday you 
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should begin to get pretty well down in weight. For a man wrest
ling in the 145 pound class he should weigh not over 151 ponnds. 
Or~ friday cntout nearly all the water ami most of the food and 
work with only one idea and, that of making weight. No wrestling 
nf any force and no road work more than 011£1' half of what YOll are 
used to doing daily. After your workout Priday you should weigh 
ahout one and one hall pounds O\'e1' weight. Eat just euough so 
YOIl can slecp. Get up the next morning and eome to the gym-
• 
lIasium and test out yoUI' weight. If over get in the sweat box and 
gPt it off . 

.Make sure that you have passed urine and that your bowels 
11<1\'(' moved if there is any thing in the intestines to move. Keep 
qllil't until weighing in time. 1f you \\'eigh ill four or fiv<! hours 
1)(' fore the meet you cnll take on se\'el'al pounds. If you weigh 
in si~ or seven hours before the meet you can take Oil many pounds. 
As soon as you weigh in take ahout one half pint of milk and then 

.' watl'r. I kno\\- that most ('oaches \Yill not liSE:' mill, hut some oj' 
my llest men haye not had anything hut milk to train on fOI' \\'ecks 
before their matches.. Then a ('oupJe of ClipS of ,,'ellk tea with sugHI' 
aud a light Illeal taking liquids gradually. NCYer take a drink for 
thn'c hours before a match but be\n:\l'e of taking solid food and 
1I0t ta king enough \Yater or liquids to help digest it. Our best record 
is 11 man who gained twelYe ponnds from t\\-elYe o'eloek to seven 
thirty. Take a light massage one half hoUl' before your match and 
yon arc ready to go. 

'l'he Japanese can 1'lIn one htlllllt-<'l1 mill'S and eat rice. The 
Esquimo can do the iiarnc Iwd eat seal fat. The American Indian 
/I te nothing htl t I'a w mea t and the \\TestIer ran \\'J'(>st Ie on any 
good food. 
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CIL\PTER \~ 

COMMON WRESTLING INJURIES AND WHAT TO DO, 

The JlJost CUllIItlOll iujut"y that it wrcstler j,; liabl.· (0 i" Il'hat i" 
;,,,,'\\ II as thc caulifiolver ears, This is c-allsed by tlte ears becoming ilt
,ill!"'"1 ilnd blood and lymph guthet's about the eUl'tiliges aJHl caw;rd 
,.;\I'liling first and then diseoloratioll, 11' this condition is ('ontinued 
it 1""()liJl~S aggravated condition aml (,ycntuallJ' nus (Jrgani:-illl" "ill 
#u,l rht'llLway to the injury and pus will form, Pus e1isor\'es eal'ti
liC!,' alJd the J'l'HlInI'OI'k of the eat'S will ul'eak down, Execss [isslll' 
\liil (UI'IU and ~'Olll' ear will take 011 the sbape of distortctl11iing 1uuJ,
ill£! likc a ht'ad of Call1it1ml'ct', 

The ],est lIldhod to prel'(:,nt lilis is to grease' the ('aI's Il'jtll 
I'l!",,jine to kecp them slick and from being easily bent and inirlltrrl, 
H :l,;~ method will not entirely rCl11ov(' the danger and Your' ea!'" 
" . ...--~ .-." -. . 
dll "I :11'1 to sln~ll then r(,:;01't to the wrcstling lwad gear, Thi~ hcall 
~(!ilr J'(",l'lllhlec, t~e aviators hf'jl!J gear lwillg made out of the tltill
jj,',1 ]e:li1I('1' and wIth a tight fitting hpat1 pircp ana 1 \I'() ear pl'U-

leC'jlll". 
, , 

Tilt: best way to kpl'p fl'Oln)laying illis t.rouble i~ tukccp YOUl' 
1l"'11 rl'ulilli~jtlg'1l\'ia'miYel,s, lwad ~cissor ,.., and any holtl that pl'iI.'S th(' 
ell'I! into the ear and bruiges it. 

~ral burllS al'r the l'rsult of \lTcstling Oll a CaLlyas mat without 
a ('1<11 ()1l flannel cO\'el'illg, This injury is one of tIl(' most l'omlHOll 

alld I Ill' I'asirst to prevent, I', 'our tf" is to 1I'0rkon a mat \I'ithout 
a "llI"I' thell let tlwtn \I'ear long:) ecved jel'Sl'Ys 'iin(fl'u1l1enitll pUllts 
or 11~IJlS, 1':\,('11 \I'ith this prcr~aution tlwy lI'ill rt'('ein' bUt'lis but 
nn[. \"l'~' badly, Thesp burn:; beconll' itlfected and hoils get startcd 
ilIJj()[]~ the membcrs uf the team, 11' for all):. reason yOlll' lllr:'11 get 
hUrtl,',1 trpat them l'flT cUl'cfnlh' ull<l take hl'ttel' earl' 01' them . . ' 

thau it' thl'~' were cuts as thl')' mig-ht cause more trouble, 

It i~, a YQry usual thing for ::;ome members of yow' tc'Htll 1 () 
get theil' sides pulled, This is caused by SOIl1l' (lIlt' taking fl hoo1: 
01' Jig-nl'c fOlll' s('isso]' alld tlwll nyitt!t to lUt'l1 01'('1' "illt a pry 011 IIlIe 

111'111 as a nelson, This is a foul hold and shonld not. he l)ermit tl'll. ~\-' 
llothl'l' ,,'ay to teal' tltp side: is to get wlwl is l,lloll'n as thl~ ,.;t!'l-tl,hel' 
hoI. I all,l then lift the arms at an angle of forty five degl'ee~ and 
teal' lite intercostal muscles, The rule to :follow is never aUo\l' ally 
man (0 put any hold on anyone tliat does not ]Jt'l'mit him to roll on'\' 
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iiJJ.e .Qesire~. By getting a regular body !jcis~or aJld merely pulling 
up une alTa the, ~ide will he torn and stretched. Avoid these holdil 
if YOU waut your team uuiujuricd. 

_fIi _ ,. 

Broken finger nails and those torn out by the roots are SOllle~ 
time;; a menace. If aliy of your llH'n gt'Cit finger nail torn loose all 
tiii:root:,; don't let :lllYOlle bind it up without cutting away the roots 

'--r:- -
U1l<1 ]Hltt iug It back in plu.cc.. III ten years r ha \"C seen t1uee casc$ 
of tid" kind. Two of them Crow football and one from wrestling. 
'rhe I ,,-n ioot hall eases were ti!'d up and let alone and both of thenl 
nearly lost all arm and one did lose a finger. 'rhe wrest ling ease 
had the nail cut off at the root and put back in place. 'rhe little bone 
WHS abo hrokell_ In just five days this man wrestled a bout allli won 
it. ?\o inlrctioll en~l" oecnreu and the injury healed J·apidily. 

\Y uteI' on the knee is caused by un irratiol1 to the ~yno\'ial 
11lemhrallE' of lining of the joint and causes it to secrete an ('xces~ 
sivr amount. of joint water of synovial llnid. (;onstant irl'ita tion 
illl'trPHscs the trOll hIe and in many cases it is a very serious injury. 
If this trouulp. OCClll'S to the elbow rest will nearly always cause the 
trouhle to disappear. On the knee it is different matter and must be 
handled very eardully" \Ve use hot and cold applications, IchthJc.Ql 
Ointment aud rest. These of course supplemented \\-ith lHllldaging 
and positi01l. After an in.iur~' of this kind use a sponge rubber 
knee pad and be very careful· not to irritate the joint by even Hie 
slightest knock. 

SP-Iuins are ypry common but the u~ual treatment \\·ill always 
g'rt results: The first thing to do for a sprain is to put on __ iQe 
eold applications to ~top the IWlllorage. Follow this '\'ith counter 
irrit ations, I ike linaments ctc. Then follow fhis with massage and 
altel'l1ate with COlmter irritants. 

Broken ribs are "ery commOn but Illost of these kinds of in-
" 

juries can be prevented if you do not permit. the men to go too JUlrd ---
with their scissor holds and if you do 110t allow the arms to be pull--
eel o\·erhead. The only treatment I han eyer seen is strapping 
the ribs np tightl~, with adhesive tape. 

On of the best method!'; of preventing sprains and "trains is to 
han the men warm up '\'ell hefore they start any real \York. If this 
is done all the muscles huyc a good supply of blood and the t.one in
crea}:('s then they arc able to stand greater pull wit.hout injury. 

The treatnwnt for the caulifio\\'pr ears usually g-iven il':. to paint 
\vit.h iodine for a lllinor ailmen t. If you have youI' ears swelled with 
aching then they \\'ill have to he lanced or the liquid r(,llloYed with 
a hypodermic needle. 'Ye al war" usc the needle wh ill' some of the 
very good coaches use the knife and lance the ea lOS and squeeze out 
the liquid. Either will be effeetiye. 
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CHAPTER VI 

JUST HOW TO WRESTLE YOUR TOR 

IJo in the ring with confidence built up because you know 
yu.! have trained and that you know your wl"t'stling. Breath 
ea=-ily and assume that you are the master. Look oyer your op
pOllt'llt and give him credit for being b('tter than he looks. lLhe 
is heavy in the neck and shoulders expect him to use bull strength. 
If of the slender type look out for scissors anell grapeville holds. A 
h(,Il\')' setj type will not be able to last through a good match as 
Wt·1! as the slender type. To proye that statement s,tudy the 
different animall-l and especially the bird<; that migrate each sea
SOil.. It hllS been known that a ye11o\" legged plover has flown 
2GOO miles in less than two days and lost only two ounces in 
",ph-tht. The best flier of the duck family is the teal. The smaller . -
sirlldel" typ(' of birch; can outlast the more sturdy type. I lU1\'e 
[ouud that the artcries of a slender man are not interfered with by 
the lIIuscles when they aet. The heavy set type of man dues not 
have any largel" arteries than the slender one yet the muscles must 
be J\ppt supplied with oxygen and food. The medilml type is the be.<;t 
one you will haye to contend with. 

l Breath thru your nose while t.he hout is on. This ll!'('aus:' 
the rushing of air th1'u the mouth dries out the muc311s membranes 
of till' throat and mouth amI ('auses the muscles 01 the throat tn 
eOlll1'llct to try to stop the h'l'itation. This causes a feeling of de
pr'cssioll and you tire out ea~illy. 

I Never usc all your strength unless neeessary. For a muscle \\"ork
ing at three fourths strength will last three times as long all 
one used at full strength. Experim('nts have shown that if 
alter walking ten miles will not be able to chin as many times as 
011e who is fresh although neither has used the biceps and other 
muscles of the elbo . .Avoid using your arm muscles against th(' leg 
muscles of your opponent. Always take the longest lever possible 
to gain the mechanical advantage. 

You must have fight in you. You must have the desire and the 
initative or you will be a dub at the game. Die hard as all men 
do. Did you ever see a wild animal. die? He didn't aslt 
and he didn't ask for help but went out game to the g 
nothing only to be let alone. Have in your mind and be sure of it 
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that you are the best man and then proye it to yourself and d 
spectators. 

The mask of innocence and an ignorant look will help decei~ 
your opponent and you. A slim neck may cause you to be a litt 
reckless with your strength thinking that such a man cannot wrestl 
R.emember that there is a difference in the quality of muscl 
A verage muscle fibres will contract one half their length and pu 
85 pounds per square inch. But a good wrestler does not ha~ 
average muse.Ie tissue so you canllot tell what he can u.o. 

Wrestle only fail' holds and say to yourself "if he is the bett4 
man let him win for he deservcs it". You might wrestle dirt 
and get away with it but would fall out. of bed the next mornin 
and break your neck. Remcmber the old sayings are pretty trl: 
and you cannot l)('at the galUe and be a crook. He who has tl ele~ 
conscienC'c will get the most out of the wrestling game and wi 
win if he deserves to win. 
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CHAPTER VII 

TEUR ATHI.FlTIO UNION RUI.FlS FOB CATCH AS CATCH 
CAN WRESTLING 

(.As Amended November 1924) 

:;ection 1. All wrestling competion shall take place on the 
grollnd or on a platform raised not more than 4-feet and of a size 
not less than 26 feet sqnare. To allow a four foot margin on all. 
~hles hetwet!n the edg(' of the w1"Pstling lIIat Hlld the (.Jg"f' 

of the platform. 'I'he sides of the plat forUl sha!l 1)(' 
hounted in and sloping. 'J'hp "T('stling 111 a 1 shall ·,01 
1)(' less than 16 feet square and shall he not less than 2 inches in 
tllickness or more than 3 inches, and firm beneath the foot and 
co,"ered with 3n oversheet or soft cam·as, the edges of which are 
to be surely fastened so as to' insure a smooth surface. There shall 
be no posts or ropes on or about the platform. (If it is not possible 
to han~ the ahoye platform a boxing 01" wrestling ring may be used, 
by permission of the National A. A. U. Wrestling Committee, or 
when holding association championships, permission from local 
wrestling committee must be secured.) 

Section 2. Competitors shall be decently clad in close fitting 
garlllt!uts without slee"e:;; and with athletic supporrers beneath 
their- tights. Competitors may he barefooted or wear socks and 
shoes. these to be of soft leather or canvas and rubber and to carry 
no projecting metal work. Belts or garters with metal fasteuing"s 
or rings upon the fingers shall not be worn, and the Referee shall 
see that a competitor's finger nails are trimmed short, and that 
he h8:<; not upon his person any bandage, oil. .grease, resin, or any 
other substance likely to cause injury or distress to his opponent" 
or 8lh·alltage to himself. 

Section 3. Classes to be 112 pounds. and under; 118 pounds 
and under; 126 poftnds and under; 135 pounds and. under i 147 
pounds and under 160 pounds and under; 175 ponnds and under; 
and lleayy, any "weight. If upon weighing in, it is found that an 

"entrant is more than one-half pound oyer the required weight he shall 
not be permitted to compete in that class" 

• 

Section 4. An athlete who fails to compete after entering an 
eyent shall be required to fumish a satisfactory excuse for such 
failure or render him self liable to censure 01' suspension by the 
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local RegistratiuJt CUI1!1lli!ee. ~\IIY uthldr who weighs ill and tIl( 
fails to compete without an exew;e ~ati~factoT'Y to the Registratic 
Comn1 itt('(' shall he suspendcd tor a period of :six mon ths. ('01 
petiturs :>11all weigh in withiu three hours of a contest, \Vei.ghil 
in shall ceasC' when the dl'H,ring bouts ill that class commen(~es. COl 
petitors shnll sign their nanH'S to a wcighing list npon weighing I 
and ,,-hcnenl' demanded In- the Rcf(,J'ee. , 

:-;pction ;'i. The wrestling ( .'olllllLil tee 01 (';tell As,;uciatioll t 
the .\ma1eul' .\thletic Uniun shall prepare an official list of COil 

p('1('nt wl't' .,;rling ofl'ieials to ,.Wl'\'l' as Hcferees; \VeighcI's, Timer 
~\nlloUnCf'rs, and Clerks ot Wr('stling:. "\11 Tonrnaments llIust 1 
conllud cd hv ofl'il·ials :>cleeted [rom this offi(~ial list 01' In- otficia , . 
specificnlly apPI'o\'('<I by the wrestling COlJlmittee; and in l:Vel 
tournamC'nt the offieials shall be selected or apPl'oyed h)' th 
WI'('stlinp: COlJlwittr('. 

" 

Sedion Ii. Olle fall shall deei.lr (,Heh bout. .\ fall shall term 
nate the bout. The duration of a pl'elilUiuary bout ~hall be si 
millutes :1nll a final bout nille minntt's, (except as provided luI' i 
S(,(·tion 1l.) \\' hell the I'c.leree orders all additional t\\'o 1'01111d 
01 three lllill1\tl!~ each. \Yhile a hout is ill progress th timc-keepe 
shall cl('arly aUlllondly I'all the passin~ of caeh sUl:ce""iw minutl 
11 for allY 1'1'11;;011 a temporary stoppnge of the bout Oeelll'S th 
time-kecIll'I' shall deduct :>1I('h time (1'0111 the regular t illlc ~f bout 

.\ fall shall he defillcd liS pla"ing' of the ('01Ii('"IHIJI'" tw 
should('l's Oli thl' mat at tIll' "allle !lIonwllt for a sulTir·ient pel'i.d1 
of time fo!' the referee to 1)1> satis1ied that both arc actually tOl~cb , 

ing, Bdore till' I'ef(' 1'('(' is con<;it\l't'd ill position 10 eall a. fall 
h(' shonl c1 a! least hr on OIlC Iwce. Roll ing falls shall not connt. 

~('etioll 7. The bout :shall c'OIllIl1l'IlCe with the call of "Time' 
by the Time-keeper, ,,-hen the cOlltestants shall shake hands, lea\,. 
stl'I> back, and at o nee, he' presumed to he on the de[ensi,·e. Th, 
contestants may tak(' hold how and "'here they plea:';c, snbject 11 
the follo,\'ing restrictions: the hail', Hesh, ('ars, jll'i nlte pads 0 
clothes may not be seizell. Twisting of fingf'I's and toes is for, 
bicld(,Il, ~triking, kicking, gonging, hair pulling, butting', ,.;tranglil1l 
are prohibited. and any grip that endangers life or limb, or hal 
for it,.; object the punishing of an opponent. or inllieting such pail 
as might force him to gi\'e the fall, will not be allowed. _\ny fail 
hold, grip, lock or trip is a110\\"C'l1 ('xcept the Douhle, Nelsoll 
Strangle, Flying l\Iare ,,-ith the palm uppermost, the Toe Holt 
with a twist, the scissors hold on the head 01' body, the Hammerlocl 
and an arm or foot up the hack with II Bar, 

Section 8, Immediately before the contest, competitol's \\"1I( 
han weighed in shall draw numbers to determine the bonts they 
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take part in. The drawing to be as fohows: ~ve the first pre
liminary round to reduce the number of competitors, to 2, 4, 8, 16, 
and so on (Thus, if there are three competitors, have one prelimi
nary bout to reduce to two; if fi\'e, have one. bout to reduce four, 
if six, have two bouts to reduce to four; If seven, have tlu'ee 
honts to ,reduce to four; if" nine, have one bout to reduce to eight; 
if trn, have two hout to redure to eight, and so on, if eleven, have 
three houts to rcduee to eight, and so on). Competitors drawing 
a Lve on the first drawing on each day shall receive the lowest 
nun; bel'S on the second drawing. Thus, if there be one bye drawn, 
sHeh rompetitor shall receive the number 1; if two byes are drawn, 
sneh eompetitors shall receive numbers 1 and 2, for the second 
dra\ring. and if there he three byes, such competitors shall receive 
the llumbers 1, 2 and 3 in the second drawing. In all drawings 
where numbers I, 2, 3, and 4 and so on are drawn, lllllilber 1 com
petes with number 2,3 with 4, and so on. \Vhen the class is brought 
to a multiple of 2, 4, 8, or 16, the conlt~st proceeds regularly to 
the final hout. \Vhere eompctition is not concluded in one day, 
there shall be a new drawing for each subsequent round of bouts 
started on a following day, The winner of a final bout receives 
first prize. The runner up shall be considered the challenger. Those 
competitors who ha\'e been defeated by the final winner shall compete 
togrther (except the challenger), being paired as above and they 
shall \\"l'estle to determine who shall meet the chalenger, and the 
winner of this bout shall be a warded second prize. 

TABLE OF BOUTS AND BYES APPT.' NG TO 
~,~ ~.of 
Competitors Bouts Byes Competitors 

~ ;) 1 3 23 
Ij 2 2 24 

3 1 25 -
I 

~ 4 00. 26 
!J 1 7 27 

10 2 6 28 
11 3 5 29 
1:2 4 4 30 
1:3 5 3 31 
14 6 2 32 
15 1 1 33 
l/) 8 00. 34 
17 1 15 :35 
18 2 14 :~6 
19 3 13 37 

4 12 38 20 
• 

21 5 11 39 
22 6 10 40 

Bouts 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
]3 
14 
15 
16 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

8 

Byes 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
••• 

31 
30 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
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, 
:-;ection 9. Each competitor shall be entitled to the assistance 

t\VO seeonds only and no achise 01' ('oaehing shall he giw'n to a: 
competitoJ:" by eithf'l' of his seconds. OJ' hy any other person cluri 
tl1(' progrpss 01' any bout for a violatin of this seetioll. the Refer 
may disqualify thr competitor who is so ath'ised or coached. 

~eeti()n 10. For persistent rctl"pating' hl·yond tlw hOllllda 
of the lLlut, the Hl'feree is empowercll to disqualify the offend~ 
For using OJ' attcmpting to use 11 Foul Hold after t\\"o cautio 
have been gin'll hy the Hdpree, the off!,IHlcr shall be disqualifh 
But, iI" ill th(' l~ourse of a ('olllpetition. in the judgment of tl 
Ret'el'ee, a ('ompetitol' shall ha ye gin'n evillellcc of his intenti 
to tr~r to gail! victOl'~' by th(' usc of fonl holds ior such attem 
",h('thel' two cautions have been gh'en during the bout or not, t 
R('ferep shall disqualify such eompditoJ' from further competitic 
For refusing to hreak any hold \\'hen so ordered by the Heferee. t 
off!'nder shall he disqualified. For using oil. gl·ense. etc. (~ 
sec. 2). the ojl'endcl' shall be disqualified. 

~e('ti(J1l l1. "'01' all cOn1])etition there shall he n l'efNee. tl 
• • 

judges, a TinIP-keepel', two weighers nllLl the Clerk of \Yrestlir 
1.he jud!!cs shall lIot have power to <l\yard a Call, but shall ea, 
keep a record of' points gained h~' OPllOIIC'llts in eaeh and any contI 
and in the event of no fall being obtained the contest shall he i. 
cided in aeeordnl1ce with the .iudges' s('ol'ing \\'hi(~h shall,he giY 
in \\"ritin~' and l~omplltell on the following' hasis: 

"\ggressh'eness Oil the [ep1 I point 
.\ggressiwness on the mat :2 points 

Dl'ing-ing oppolH'nt to the lIlat anti gdting un top 4 }Joints 

Cetting out frol11 lIudernc'ath and up on fept 2 points 

Getting out from ulldel'Jl('ath anti getting' Oil top 5 points 

Bringing OPPOI1l'llts lmcp>. to tIl!' Illat I IHlilit 

(A cornpetitol' i..: eOllsidpred on top whpll lw is ill position to ta 
the referee's hold.) In the event of the jud~es not \wing in agrl 
ment 01' thpir award of points being equal, the decision lies wi 
the ret'c·ree. who at h.i~ diseretion and after one minute rest sh: 
order :t further period 01' wrestling of tW(} rounds. three minu1 
eaf'h. The J'(,ferce shall flip a coin to decide which man shall 
down on his hand~ and knees on the mat. His opponent shall 
given aggT('ssive hold on top. If a fall is secured during the 111 
round that shall end the round and the second round shall ~tr 
immediately, the loser of the fall should he given the opportuni 
of scoring a fall ill less: or equal time. Failing to seCll re a fall 
equal OL' less time he shall bE:! considered the loser. 
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In the first round if .A does 110t secure a fall from B. and in 
• 

the second round B secures a fall from A, of ('ourse, B wius. 
Dnring the two rounds of three minutes each the judges should 
continue to score according to the above table. After this if the 
judges are not ill agreement nor points being equal the referee 
mus1 give a definite decision in favor of one of the contestants. 
Decision as to a fall which, of course, ter'minates a bout shall rest 
with the referee only. Apart from the fore-mentioned powers of 
the ,judges the t'ntire control of the bout lies in the hands of the 
referee, whose decision shall be final and subject to no appeal. 

During the progress of the bout when a contestant occupies 
the top position he shall he allo, .... ed by the Referee (who shall 
be held. responsible for the time) to remain in that position for 
longt'r than two minutes unless at the expiration of that period 
he is actually engaged in an attack which in the judgment of the 
referee is likely to effect an immediate fall. This not being so 
the 1'eferee shall order both men to rcsume a standing position in 
the center of the mat. This rule does not apply should two rounds 
of three minutes each wrestling be ordered. (The referee may order 
the time-keeper to hold an extra watch so as to keep time when a 
contestant is on top.) 

Section 12. No bandages or straps of any kind shall be used 
on hands. arms or head. 

Section 13, Any athlete who competes in a wrestling contest 
of longer duration than provided for in theSle rules shall be sus
pended for such period as the Registration Committee shall de
cide. 

Section 14 In the event of any question arising not provided 
for in these rules, the Referee shall huve full power to decide such 
question and also interpret these rules. 

Section 15. If dne or both of the contestants get wholly be
yowl the boundary of the mat, the Referee shall order the con
testants back to the center and in a standing position. The posi
tion they shall take on the mat shall be left to the discretion of 
the Referee, who shall take into consideration their positions when 
they left the mat. 

The Wrestling Committee with the approval of the Board of 
GOYerllors, shall award the National Championships to an active 
member of this Union. Such active member may sub-award such 
championship to one of its dub memhel'll. 
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THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 0, 
AMERICA 

The members of the \\Trestling Rules Commitee arc: 
Chairman, II. R. Reiter, Lehigh Llliversity 

.August Peterson, Columbia rniverl3ity 
Dana JI. Evans. Northwestem rniversit~' 

Tht> . \<ivisol'v Committee are: • 

W. E. Lewis, Hananl University 
Richar(l I3arkel·. l'nivcl'sity of JIiehigan 
Dr. R. C. Clapp, ~ebraska rniversity 
,James Arbuthnot, rni\'er~it.y of \\Tashington 
E. C. Gallagher. Oklahoma A. & Jr. College 
Dr. O. Ie Durnes. l~niversity of litah 

Forward 

The Xational Collegiate Athletic .:\ssociation recognizes the 
Educational value of "'restling in the development of a strong. 
halauced personality. 

It recognizes the moral dangers which may arise and places it· 
self Oil l'€(~ord as opposed to all unnecessary roughness and UllSportS' 
manlike ('ondnct. The association oproses certain toe and face 
holds alH1 the questionable use of the hands 011 an 'opponent 's~faee in 
the standing" position 011 thp mat. It condemns any semblance of 
hittemess or rancor between contestants: 

The uplift of the sport demands the sallle restraining and sports
manlike conduct from the· spe('tato1's. coaches, alld members of t.he 

• 

respective tI'allls, as it does from the contestalltl3 011 the mat. 

It if; urgent that compet(~llt officials be secured. The Jlanngcl' 
or official in charge of the J[eet should cxplain the salient points 
of the rules to the spectators, as tllP laek of kno\\-Iedg(' of the rules 
and conditions under \\-hich the Jlete is heM is the SOLlrce of mis· 
lInderstandill~ and dissatif;fartioll. 

The Committee fa,\"o1's the standardization of Wrestling Hules 
throughout the Colleges 01' the 1'nite(l States. and urges the rep· 
rC'presentatives of "\Yrestling th"oughollt the countl'Y 10 work for this 
end. 

It is urgent that extra prcl'autioll be taken against 
ind of Impetago commonly known as \\Testler's itch. 
a washable white canvas eOvel' for the lIlat is· adYisel1. 

til(;' spread· 
TlI l' usC' of 

In the past 
effic·ient tillling. 

('unsiderahle dissatisfadioll has resulted fr01l1 in· 
Efficiency in this l"I~sl\cet is absoluteh' necessary. • 1"' ,,, 
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RULE 1 

ti:Ugibility 

23 

.An institution shall be represented by only one contt'stant in 
each class, but two or three names may be submitted in advance of 
the dnte set f01'l the meet. 

.; Section 1: There 
foil mrs : 

Bantum weight 
Feather weight 
Lightweight 
'We I terweigh t 
AIiddleweight 
Light IIcavyweight 
Heavyweight 

RULE 2 

Representation 

shall be seven classifications in weights as 

115 lhs and under 
125 tbs and under 
135 tbs and under 
145 lhs and under 
158 tbs and under 
175 tbs and under 
175 tbs. and ovel' 

Section 2: No contestant shall be allowed to compete in more 
thau one weight in each meet. 

Section 3: Contestan ts shall he weighed in by the Referee or 
some responsible person mutually agred upon, on the day of the 
contest not earlier than three hours before the meet. Any con
testant being overweight shall be rejected. In all dual meets three 
pounds oYerweight shall be allowed . 

• 
Section 4: If a contestant fails to weigh in on the second day 

of the J ntercollegiate championship, no points shall be a warded to 
any of the contending teams as the result of the default . 

• 

RULE 3 

Oostumes 

Section 1: The uniform to consist of full length tights, a black 
supporter (white supports being objectionable.) Sho('.8 not to be 
heayier than light gymnasium lihoes and laced by means of eye
laces and to be without heels. A sleeveless shirt, (buttoned on the 
shoulders is objectionable) ; the referee shall guard against and oil 
rub on the body and shall insist on the finger nails being short. 

Behavior 

Section 2: If the behavior of the spectators becomes disrespect
ful and unsportsmanlike to the referee or either team, the referee 
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may stop the hOll t allli \\"IlI'n t.he offenders and if the ,,-arning i! 
disregal'dNl, award the bOllt to tIlt' offended team. 

Injury 

Sectioll 3: 1 f a eontcstant i!> injured and is unable to eon: 
tinue, his opponent Hlllst be awarded the full quota of points thai 
it ,yollld bc possihlc- 1'01' him to gaill by securing 11 fall. 

HI"I.E 4 

Drawings and Eliminations 

Sectioll I: III nll lllPets "XCt-pt dual meets, iml\l('diatd~- aft~~ 
'n~ighillg-in, each tompctitor shall draw in pcrson his Ilumher and 
('OI11])ct(' aecording' to tIll' explanation helm\". 

"Where the lJlllllhp\' 01' cOlllprtitors is not in the po,,-e1' of t\\·o, 
that is 4, 8, 16, :32, G4, tlu'l'e shall be byes in the prPiiminHl'Y l'Ollllll 

The numher of' pairs who drl1"- byes in the fir!>t roulld :;ha1l be equal 
to the diffe)'('Il('(' hehn'('J1 thr llumlw\' or competitors and the nex,; 
lo\n-]' PO,,",,], 01' t \\-0. The h~·es if (:\-C1l ill Illlllli>(']' shall he equHlly 
di ,-il led bet "-CCIl top a nil bottom names of t hc ton t('stall ts as sho"-n 
1>('10"-, If thl' numher' of byes be un"Vl'lI tlif'1'e shaII be one more • 
bye at Ill(' hottom of tlie g-raphicai l'\'(Jl'psl'lltatioll than at the top, 
Xo eont!'stnllt shall 1)(' allowed more than one bye in all\' one meet 

o • 

e:x,~ept in tIll' elirnination honts For s('('olltl all(l thinl plac~ in the 
eliampionshi ps. 

The Bag'naIl-Wilde System Will be Used, 

~eetion 1: Rule 4 holds /"01' Intercollegiate ehampinn. For 
srpoJl<l piaer, in earh weight, tIt(· defeatcd contend~l' in tht' finals shall 
IlH'el the \rinner. (hy a mrthod of elimination) of all men ,,-ho han 
h(:cn tlireetly deJ'plIted hy the iutercolleg-iate champion_ 

~('l'Ii()1L ~: 10'01' third place championship, the deieate\l ellndi· 
(late fol' second plaer in the finals, shall meet, by rlimination all 
those Illen \\-ho han' heelL (lil'ectly defeated bv the sllcceRsfui candi· • • 
date for 8<'C011<1 pillet'. 

Bv limitatioll is mrant: the JllPll shall \\-restlp who WE're de-
0" 

frllted by the illtereo\lpgiate cliampiol1, c1ra \\-ing byes if nrcessal'y. 
or se(~ond plare ehampion as thE' case ma~' hr. Th l , winner thm, 
gaining the pri\'ilege to meet the defeatc1 contestant for champion
ship 0)' second place ill order to tlN·ide ,,-ho shall be tIl(' second 
plaer or third place champion as the caSt' may be. 
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RULE 6 
Bouts a.nd Decisions 

Section 1: The length of all dnal meet bouts shall 'be nine 
millutl'S and two extra periods of three minutes each shall be 
wl't':;tled if necessary. 

Section 2: If after the expiration of nine minutes no fall has 
resulted. the referee may award the bout on the basis of aggres
sin'In'Ss and wrestling ability, providing the contestant has n time 
atlnUltage of at least one minnte. This time advantage of one min
utt'. This advantage of one minnte does not necessarily compel 
the 1'eferee to award the decision. 

Sl'ction 3: If the referee makes no decision at the end of nine 
minutes, two extra periods of three minutes each shall he wrestled, 
the ('ontestunts going to the mat. A coin tossed by the referE'e de
ciding the position of the winner. 

Section 4. All time advantage gained in the first nine minntes 
shall he disregarded ill the extra three minute periods. 

Sl'etion 5: In the event of both contestants securing a fall in 
the extra periods the bout shall be awarded to the one who RC

l'ure1l the full in the shortest time. 
Sdion 6: If the same contestant secures two falls in the extra 

periods, only one fall will count in the scoring. 
Section 7: The referee shall in case of extra periods give 

the dreision. in case of 110 fall. to the contestant who has shown . . 
more agressh'eness or wrestling ability. In dnal meets the referee 
may declare the bout a -draw and the points that it is possible to sc
curt' ill a decision shall be divided between the contestants. 

Srction 8: In the event that a contestant is injured, and if 
by a physicians sanction the contestant is able to continue, three 
minutes will be allowed from the time of the injury to allow the in
jured I'ontestant to rest, In case of the contestant. being unable 
to continue the bout shall be awarded by default. Points to he 
awarded as provided in Rule 3, Section 3. 

Section 9: Finger interlacing in the waist lock hold is barred 
while the contestants arc on the mat, this act being interpreted 
as stalling. This rule does not apply to contestants on their 
feet. 

RULE i 
Sp.etion 1: Ret"'een the fil'!,t nine minutes and the th(' fil'st 

extra pel·jod, one minute '8 rest will be allowed the contestants, during 
which time the contestants shall not leaye the mat, nor receive 
any coaching or outside attention. 

RULE 8 
Fe.lls 

Section 1: Only pin falls shall count. The rule governing falls 
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is as follows: any part of both shoulders sinmltancously on the mat 
jor any appreciable length of time. Flying and rolling falls must 
not be considered. 

RLTJ~ 9 
8ection ]: If the shoulders and hips of the ddenslw' man are 

oycr the cdge of the mat, a fall cannot be awarded. 

:;kdion 2: In the eveut that the contestants are interlocked 
ore the lllat in sndl a m:lIln('r that it is virtually impossible for the 
rel"r1'cl' to gin the correst positions if the contestants are separate~ 
the n·fl'rre shall call for assistanee and carry both contestants to 
to the (·rntel· of the mat. Time shall be taken ont (luring the inter. 
yal in othr1' situations the referee shall give the position of advantage 
to tlH' (,ontcstant who ,,-as so situat('d at the time of lecn-ing the mat. 

~ection a: If a contrstant secures It scissors and his opponent 
walks off tho mat they shall he 1'etnmed,to the centl'r of the mat • 
awl tIl{" hont resumed in this position. 

RULE 10 
Sec-tion 1: Any hold, grip. lock, 01' t rip is allowed eX('epl 

hold;:; for pnnishment, such as full N'ehion IHlll1mcr lock n])o\-e right 
ling-II'S or out fl·OIl1 the lway. Scissor>; on I Ill' !Irt"li: OJ' throat, twist. 
iug toes or fingPl"s or head hold or kne!'s hewk ,,-hen opponent is fial 
(Ill the mat. 

~ection 2: .,-\11 unnecessary roughness such as striking 1"ith the 
fist 01· palm of the hand at the hrH(L 01· stomach kirkillg. (exel'pt iJJ 
an honest attem})t to kick the foot fl'om unclrT an opponent) bnttinl1 
or any hold the referee ohjects to, may disqualify a contestant isr 
thl' first olTrnse and Rhall disqualify him for th!' seeond offrlls<,. 

RT..:LE 11 
8ectioll 1: Scoring for dual mc('t;:; only. A fall shall count five 

points, a decision shall count thrl'e points. The highest number 
of points at. the end of the meet shall determine the ,,-inner. 

Section 2: For Inte]"('ollc~date Champiouship mh'ts only, firs! 
place shall be fOllr points, srcond place shall he t\'"O pointl", and 
third place shall be one point. One point additional shall be C1\\-ard. 
cd for all falls secured throughout the mert. 

RCLE 12 
Officials 

Sec-tion 1: The referee shall h£1 \-e full control of the meet anci 
his deci;:;ion shall he final and \yithout appeal. 

KOTE: . It is l'ec~nllllended that whenever possible <,ollege 
wrestlers and coaches ot ('olle~e wrestling teams be selereted as of· 
fieia ls. . 
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FOR mGH SOHOOLS, 
1925 

WRESTLING 

Unnecessary Roughness 

FOl',,'ard: It is the sense of the Oklahoma High School wrest
tinCT Associatioll that it is opposed to all unnecessary roughness, as 
certain face and body holds for pnnishment only, as unsportsmau-
like, and that the official in charge of wrestling matches he i11-
stl'ucted to interpret the following rules in the spirit of tIris re
solution. 

RuLE 1 

Eligibility 
• 

Section 1: All ,nestling competitions shall be governed by the 
eligihility rules of the Oklahoma High School Conference . 

• RULE 2 

Representation 

~ection 1. In each Dual meet an institution shall be repre
sented by only one contestant in each weight. 

Hection 2: No contestant shall be allowed to compete in more 
than olle weight i nany meet. 

NOTB: This rule does not prevent a contestant from compet
ing in one weight in one meet and a different weight in anot.her 
meet. 

RULE 3 

Weights and Time of Weighting In 
, ' 
I Seetion 1: The weight of the Yarious Classes shall be: 

Fly .................................................................... _ ........ ....... 100 lts. and under 
Paper ........... _ .......................................... _.. . ..' ....... 108 lOs. and under 
Bantam .... ............................................... _ .............. 115 It s. and under 
Feather ............ __ ................................................. 125 ttl s. and under 
Light _ ........ _ .. _ .... .... ....... _ ........................... _ ........ _ .... 135 10 s. and under 
Welter .... .............................................................. 145 lOs. and under 

Middle _ .............................................................. _._ ....... 158 lOs. and under 
Light hea\'y .............. _ ......... _ ............................... 175 tt)s. and under 
HeelY''' ........................................................... _ .............. 175 lOs. and over • 

'I'he heavy weight is optional and must be agl'eed upon by hoth 
coaches or the light heavy wiII be the heaviest weight contested. 
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Section 2: Two pounds ovcrweigh t shall be allowed in dual 
Illeet):;, but no oH'r\\-eight allO\\"llllce shall be made for the Annual 
C'ltampinnsb ip JI eeL 

Section :3: Contestants shall Jlot be allowed to weigh in more 
1 han one half hour before the meet sturts. This rule was put in 
to keep the poaches from shrinking the young hoys to lUuch. Let 
the \)0\- wrestle in his natUl·al class. 

o • 

Sect iOlJ 4: Competitors taldng part in the filials or tlIird place 
contests shull weigh ill 011 the day of the finals and on the day of 
the semi-finals. 

nVT,E4 

Costumes 

Section 1: Costumes shall consist of a full length tights, a 
,,-ell fitting black supporter, shoes not heavier than light rubber 
soled gymnasillm shoes, \rithout heels and laced with eyelets only. 
The eOlltpstants ,yill be allowed to go stripped to the waist during 
the matches, but are supposel] to wear a bath robe or sweater to 
tlil' ring-sil1e. 

RULE 5 

and Ropes 

Section 1: In all dual or championship meets, tlic "Testling 
ll\ats Rhall he two inehes thick and ]10t less than Hi feet square 
an\1 shall he eo\-ered with a cotton flannel \·o\·pring securely faste~ 
crl. 

Section 2: In all rneds hetweC'1l membcl"s of this Association, 
\\Tcstling contests shall be held ill a roped-in area. This area shall 
not be less than 16 x 16 <lnfl the mat or mats ex:tfmded lllust reach 
a t least one foot beyond the ropes, tightly stretched 2 feet. 3 fcetf 

and. 4 feet above the mat. l{opes must extenu out from the RUp
porting posts and must he wrapped with somc soft material. To 
a\-oid ~preading of ropes during the bouts they must be securely 
fastrned togethe,· hy three \-crtieal ropes placC'd equal distance 
apart Oll each side of th ering. 

m:LE 6 

Bouts 

Section 1: Bouts in dual meets shall he ten minutes in length 
and in the Annual Indiyidual Championship meet shall be twelve 
llIilllltcs in length. Bout" in the preliminary matches of the .\11-
nual Indi\"itll1al Championship shall be tcn minutes in length. 
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Bouts 

Section 2: In easel of a draw at the end of the main bout, 
the referee shall toss a ('oin, the winn('r of the toss having tIle 
choice of working on top or below. They are to wrestle two 
three minute houts and the one first having the choiee must giye 
his opponent choice at the beginning of the second three minute 
hout. ]n ease neither of the ('ontestants have enough advantage 
for 1 he referee to award a decision, then the match shall he de
clul'cd a draw. In the Annual Individual Championship Matches 
the contestants shall flip a coin if this conditioll occurs in the pre
liJllinali('s. to see who shall, continue in the meet. The winner going 
to the next round and the loser being eliminated from the meet 
eXhetiy the same as if he had lost hy a fall 01' a dbeision. 

~ection 8 . .A one minute rest shall intervene between main bout 
nnd the next three minute hout, and one minute shall intervene 
bf't \noen the two three minute houts . 

• . 

Seetion 4: The second three III inllte bout shall be wrestled even 
if one contestant gains a falL 

RULB7 

Holds 

Section 1: Any hold, grip, lock or trip is allowed, except the 
dou hIe 'nist lock from standing, the hammer lock, above the right 
angle or a twisting hammer lock, double arm above the head, 
strllllgie holds, full nelson, too holds holds over the mouth, nose 
or f:'~'cs (1. or over front of face) bending or twisting of fingers 
for punishment or to break holds, or any hold used for puuishment. 
A contestant may 'take hold of 2 or more fingers to break a 
hold of an opponent. 

Section 2: No stl'ildng, kicking, gouging, hair pulling, butting, 
elbowing, strangling or ANYTIDNG THAT ENDANGERS LIFE OR 
LIMB will be allowed. 

RULE 8 

Falls, Decisions, Etc. 

Section 1: Both shoulders momentarily pinned to the mat 
shall constitute a fall. 1"I>'illg and rolling falls shall not be count
ed. 

NOTE: By" momentarily pinned" to the mat is meant pinned 
f(11' the referees silent. count of three seconds. 

Section 2: A fall with any portion of the body off the Illat shall 
he left to the discretion of the referee. 
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Section 3: Officials nre instructed not to put their hands 
under the shoulders of a 'lontestant unless absolutely necessary 
to determine a fall. 

Section 4: If during the progress of a bout. one or both con
testants work toward thl' edge of the mat or off the mat. time shall 
not be taken out while the referee brings the contestants to the 
center of the mat, and places behind his opponent the contestant 
who had the advantage at the edge of the mat. 

Section 5: To earn a decision at the end of the main bout a 
contestant must have an advantage of one minute in time behind his 
opponent. 

Section 6: An advantage of thirty seconds behind is required 
to win a decision in two extra three minute bouts. 

Section 7: A fall takes precedence over a decision in the three 
minute bouts (See rule 5 section 4) 

Section 8: "Then during a bout a contestant secures a body 
opponent secures on over scissor, the referee shall then instruct 
each contestant: to break his hold and place on top the man ha"ing 
the body scissor. 

Section 9: An opponent is considered as being behind (a) 
while on his feet and behind his opponent with one or both arms 
encircling his opponent in such a way as to have a decided ,.dvau
tage, and (b) while on the mat he is working on top 0 fhis op .. 
ponent in such a manner as to have a decided advantage over 
his opponent in the judgment of the referee. 

Section 10: If a contestant forfeits a match for any cause 
his opponent shall be declared the winner the same as if he had 
won by a fall. 

Section 11: The bout shall be continuous as long as both 
contestants are one their feet within the ropes. 

Section 12: No contestant shall be permitted to grasp or hang 
onto the ropes for support. 

RULE 9 

Miscellaneous 

Section 1: 'Vrestlers shall be notied fh·e minutes before they 
are to wrestle. 

Section 2: Each contestant shall be entitled to the assistance 
of one second. No advice or coaching shall be given during the 
progress of any bout. For violation of this rule or for the refusal of 
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any contestant to break hold when ordered to do so by the referee, 
the referee may punish the offender by awarding t.he bout to his 
opponent, and the referee may a.lso exclude the offender from 
further participation in the meet. 

NOTE: Coaches shall refrain from going on the floor during 
the progress of any bout. 

Section 3: The referee shall see that the contestants finger 
nails are trimmed short, and that the contestnnts have nothing on 
their hands or body likely to cause distress or injury to the op
ponent. 

Section 4: Any contestant using oily rub shall be immediately 
ruled out of competition. 

Section 5: The coaches shall have the right to attend to con
testants during the one tbinute intermission at the close of the main 
bout and between the two extension bouts . 

• 

RULE 10 

Dual Meets 

Section 1: First place by a fall shall count five (5) points; 
first place by a decision shall count 2 points. 

RULE 11 

Reports of Dual Meets 

Section 1: Complete reports of dual meets including names 
of the contestants shall be sent to the Secretary immediately after 
each dual meet. . 

RULE 12 

Section 1: The wrestling team championship shall be decided 
at the Annual Championship Meet to be held at the A. & M. College 
each year, the first week in March. The usual system of drawing 
shall prevail: 

Section 2: The contestant who wins the final bout in each class 
shall be declared the State Champion. The contestant last eliminat
ed by the winner shall be declared second place winner, and all 
who were defeated by either the winner of first or se'cond shall 
wrestle for third place. The scoring of the Annual Championship 
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Meet shall be as follows: First place by a fall, 5 points; first plat'e 
by a decision, 5 points; second place 3 points. and third place by 
a fall, 2 points, and third place by a decision, 1 point. 

Write The Oklahoma. A. & M. Oollege for Oompetent Officials 
Athletic Department. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

pmLOSOPHY 

~Iany of my men have asked me to tell why it is that my men 
neyer fail to do bett~r than I ask them. It is quite true that my 
men always do better than I demand. I hayc never had a quitter 
nor a man who went back on me after he was selected for a match. 

There may be several reasons why the men come thru. 1 look 
over a man and watch him very carefully to see if he likes the 
game and if he is a fair wrestler. If he is a good sport willing to 
give and take and ask no odds he will never fail me. If he uses 
questionable methods then I try to reform him and if this can
not be done, I drop him from my list of possibilities. I never 
select a man who smokes cigarettes at any time of the year. The 
man who keeps in training the year tbrn is the man I want. He 
must have intelligence of the highest order. I always select my 
men for their conformation taking the slender type instead of the 
heayier type. As I said in former cha.pters the slender men can 
last thru any kind of a bout and the strong finisher is the man for 
me. 

After I have made up my mind tbat this or that fellow will 
be the man then I set about to make him the most intelligent man 
ill his weight. Train him in all the tricks and after that see that 
he, is ready by giving bim just enough workouts to get him in the 
best shape. There will be a change in him and if he is sure of him
self he will have confidence. 

, . 
I There may be some difference ill our methods for I say that :if 

you do not perform an exercise at least six times it does not 
have much value as far as developement. If done more than twelye 
the \"alue is nothing above that point so we routine our practioes 
on holds between those numbers. 

It has been said that heredity and environment haye about 
the same effect on an individual. 

, , 

..; Give me a man who is bred right and I will make the propel' 
environment. A man who didn't have the right mother or father 
will never have much luck against one who is bred right. 

, Select only poor boys who eannot go out is society. It has 
been said that "It is easier for the camel to pass thru the eye 
of a needle than it is for a rich man's son to be a wrestler." 
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Another method I haye is to say to the fellow "I have given 
you all I know from now on you must go alone". They always step 
into the ring knowing that whatever they do I will take personal 
responsibility. If I am a good trainer they will not fail. If I 
am just an ordinary trainer they will fail part time. Never blame 
the boy it is the coaches fault if they fail. 

Don't get aiter them in any case but go quietly and tell them 
what is· the matter and how to correct. it. If they los,e tell them it 
was just by a better man and maybe they will have a better match 
next time. These hoys want to win as much as the coach wanLs 
them to and they will do their best in any case. 

If a coach goes to the mat and cannot be better informed than 
the members of his team they will not. listen to him. Shoot squarely 
with them and if they show you a new hold say "\Vell that is a 
new one on me maybe I can improve it for you" If they wallt 
to try some of their stuff point the dangers and good points. I 
have had men cry for over half hour because they were outpointed. 
Your bunch must be clannish. Every man must have a personal 
interest in all the other fellows. I allow no member to even re
mark about some mistake the other fellow made. I reserve the 
right to do all the criticizing and if a man has nothing good to say 
then hesays nothing. 

The Oklahoma A. & M. college has never lost a meet tha~I did 
not take all the blame on myself. 

Any man can die. It takes a good Ulan to live and fight on 
Their ability must be developed and their desire to win must be 
developed. Train them hard aud show them what sacrillC'es they 
have made and then they just ,,·ont be beaten by 8n:rbony. 

Do not permit the men to pin each other in real bouts or their 
resistarice will be broken and their opinions changed. If worst 
comes to worst in a bout they will gladly put out all they have and 
more. In the end if there is harmony between coach and men aud 
with in the team they will not fail you and if they are beaten it will 
be by better men. 
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• 
CHAPTER IX , 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

This chapter is questions and answers as to what a man should 
do to solve the different problems If you believe them use 
them if not pass them up. 

How are you going to the mat 1 
• 

I will wear my bath robe and go to my corner. Then I will 
walk out and shake hands with my opponent looking him over 
but not too critical. I will notice his play of muscle and try to 
determine what condition he is in and if he can stay the limit. 
Then I will go back to my corner and wait. 

Will you rush to meet him? 

Yes always meet your opponent beyond the center of the mat 
and take charge of the match both mentally and physically mal,ing 
him to wrestle like you want him to. 

What if he gets under me and gets my legs-? 

Then I will take a double body hold and use the seven counters 
gi\"(~n ill the chapter: How to get behind! in soh'ing the problems 
of head. to bead. 

What if I slip and get down on the mat 

What if you get on top and are riding your opponent Y 

Then I will try to break him to ride by destroying his con
fidence even in his own ability and try to stay on top long enough to 
get a decision. After that I will give him a fifty fifty break and 
try to beat him. 

Will you tell your opponents all about your own team and give 
out information what you are expecting? 

No I will keep shut and not let anything out. If a man talks 
!oo much he generally gets some satisfaction out of it and then when 
It comes time to wrestle has nothing left to do. 

• • 
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'Yhat part of the brain COli trois the movements of cool'diation. 

The middle part. A man has less natural coordiation 1han most 
wild animals so must think at all times. 

How are my muscles controlled? • 

Each muscle fiber is controlled by a mo~or Nt:1.i.rone. Before 
I can make any moycment. I must think and. the mes~age goes down. 
thru one set of nerves and then the motor neurones finally 
giving the stimuli to the muscle fibel's. After the exercise or move
ment is performed many times it becomes reflex and that is why 
I practice holds six or more times in succession. 

How are you going to breathe when wrestling 

Always thru t.he nose to keep from dQ'iug out the museuos mel11-
branes of the throat and mouth and cause contraction. 

'Vill you take a rub down before wrestling? 

Always. Because a massaged muscle \ViII last llIaDY times longer 
as has been proven by experiments. 

'Yill you take a rub dOWD between bouts? 

Yes as a tired muscle is quickly refreshed by the new supply 
of blood. 

Wbat plan will you follow in working one set of muscles 
against another. Always work the pectorals against the 
because you can pull in with the chest muscles 175 pounds and 
outward with a force of about 100 pounds and the strong set will 
tire out the ,,"eak set and then the opponent. will be all in. 

Will you wrestle dirty or clean? 

Alwa;rs g'iYe him an even chance and don't use any questionable 
holds. To win under those conditions would be worse than & 
loss under fair methods. 

Do you owe the coach and school anything? 

Yes because I have been choosen to represent them and I 
must do the best I can or let some other fellow do it for, me. 

What if you think he is getting tired 1 

I must shoot all my energy to beat him even if Imust be ca1'" 
ried off the mat for if! I am a little better and willing to shc)Qt' aU 

. my strength I will be able to finish him before time is up. 

How low are you going to . wrestle 7 
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Lower than he does or just ali low. Letting an opponent get. 
under them beats more 8lllateurs than all other militakes. 

If you don't know all your holds will you pas..~ up a day and 
jnst practice' 

Xo I will not walite any time getting complete information on 
the game for I am in to win and can't do it if I don't know the 
gAme from one end to the other. 

\\That i1'l your belief ahout a man getting' what is corning to 
him? 

This is t.·ue that a man gets what he deserves. If I descrye 
to win I will win. This hard luck story iii generally tl'aeed back 
to some fault of' the man who tells it. 

Do most men get everything out of the game? 

No they just coast through and get a win 110W or then and 
are ne,·cr heard of outside the little circle in which they travel. It 
is possible for a man to beat the world if he wants to. 

\\Thy do you run in the mornings? 

To deyelop endurance and keep my lungs and heart going 
strong and to work out the grcatest muscles of my body, the quad
raceps of the thigh. 

If you are smarter in the gamc than the other fellow where 
can you beat the easiest'~ 

On the mat because there is where thc real science is shown. 

Do you advocate breaking t.raining at any time of the yeal', 
)\0, if a man were to build a fine house and then as soon as he 
completed it would start a fire in the middle and put it out he 
might hm·e some pleasure but would ruin his house. It would be 
the same with a wrestler. He works a year to get in fine shape 
and any break intraining would be on the same principle and just 
as foolish. 

What about using your legs Y 

Why not use them '? They are the strongest members you have 
and the cleverest men use their legs as much as possiQle. 

After all is said and done what are going to do? 

Get into the ring, wrestle fairly and give him all I have if 
he beats me I will not do any talking but accept defeat like a maD 
and if I win I will not brag but try to be the man a winner should be. 
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CHAPTER X 

STANDING HOLDS GOING 

• 
The first picture shown, and marked A, shows the standing posi-

tions. It is seldom that two men stay apart any length of time. 
In the picture is shown nearly the proper form. The man on the 
left has one leg forward and is protecting H with a lowered arm on 
the corresponding side, the man on the right is wrt>stling too high 
to suit me but he has both arms ready to put on his opponent and 
keep him away. There are two points to remember and they are, 
don't wrestle so low that your opponent can easily get you to the 
mat, and the. other be sure to keep as low as he does and your feet 
hack so he eamlot get to your legs and double leg or single leg hold 
of any kind. 

In the cut marked B, we are showing the first method of g'oing 
behind, that is by knocking up the arm of an opponent and then 
duck yonr head under and continue around behind. The hold is 
obtained by striking an opponent's ann with the upP"r arm and 
when the arm goes up duck your head under and then drop down 
and take a leg and continue to go behind and hold your opponent 
with a double body lock When you get hold as in cnt C, then 
continue putting your left hand on around the body for a double 
bod,' lock from behind . • 

The fourth picture marked D, shows a Japanese arm lock. It 
has no connection with the pictures above and is put here to fill 
in the page. To obtain this hold you must be in the referees posi
tion standing that is have one hand on your opponents neck and 
the other on his arm and he to have the same hold on. you. The 
pictnre shows that he has his right hand on your neck. Reach up 
with your left and hold his hand in the curve of your neck and then 
reach thru under his elbow with your right and then bending his ann 
back as shown take the hold called a Japanese arm lock. I call it 
that because it is shown nearly like this in all books on Jni Jitsu. 
To bring this hold to its proper finish step behind his right with 
your right and then force him to the mat and throw your body 
across his as you go down. Hold to the arm and hook your left leg in 
his left and stretch him out putting the pressure diagonally across 
his body always put all your weight. on an opponent so he will tire 
out carrying you around even if you are not putting on any wrest
ling hold of consequence. As long as you have an advantage 
never turn loose but before he gets the advantage in his favor let 
loose and go behind so you will l{eep him under you. 
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GROUP TWO, GOING BEWND. 

-----

In this group you see the position gotten in nearly every mateh 
when two men are pushing each other around the mat. Take your 
opponents hand as shown and push him as hard as you can. \Vorh 
,·our right arm free and then as quickly as you can drop just a 
iittlc and talp.! a crotch hold and duclt your head under his arm. 
This is shown in cut B. You no\\" ha~·e the arm and crotch hold 
but haven't gotten your opponent to the mat yet. 1lift him off 
his feet and then slam him off oYer your head and fall on top for an 
IldnlDtage. You could also pick him up and then turning slightly 
to the right fall to the mat with your right shoulder in his abdoman 
and then turn loose and go behind. This is not the best way fOil" 
YOU may injure your opponent and win the mateh with unfair 
tactics. There is another side to the question some wrestlers saying 
let the match go rough but this is nearly always i1 bad practice. 

In the third picture marked C, you have another method 01 
getting behind that is not used much but. is good. To obtain this 
advantage proceed as follows; 'Vorl\: your right hand so it will be 
on opponent's neck or point of his chin then carefully work your 
left hllnd free or so you can g-et to the position shown in cut D, 
but this comes after you have made several other mons. Give a 
hard push on the chin or neck to straighten him out and then drop 
nearly to your left knee and take an inside leg hold as shown. 
Continue the pressure stepping behind your opponent and force him 
to the mat with his back to the mat maintaining the crotch hold as 
long as ~·ou can. Then proceed to take any other hold that seems 
feasible at that stage and try for a fall with a ncck hold and crotch 
or some ,·ariation of neck and body lock. It is seldom that you 
can win by a fall if your opponent. is fresh so you should apply your 
weight correctly and make him work to get loose even though you 
know you cannot pin him. As indicated in the other information 
apply your weight to its fullest extent and make him lift your 
bod~' \\"ith every move. This hold may be worked with some Yaria
tions to get the chin up by prying under it with the back of your 
right hand using your opponent's shoulder as a fulcrum. You will 
have to watch and not get your hand to hard on his neck for this 
is fouling and cutting off his wind. This variat.ion cnn be worked 
when an opponent backs in to the ropes to get away then keep 
against him and you can get the leg. 
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GROUP THREE, GOING BEIDND. 

-_._--
Picture A, Group 3. In this picture the man on the left is 

trying to go behind his opponent by knocldng up opponent's left 
elbo\\' ducking his head under and then to go behind. To work this 
trick watch opponent carefully and get him to put his left hand on 
the back of your neck. Put your left hand on his neck in a like 
manner and be sure that your hand is in position to press over his 
ear or a hove his ear to give you the proper leverage on his neck. 
Reach down and take his left elbow in your right hand and then 
,,·ith pressure exerted to forc'~ the elbow and head together duck 
under the arm instead of raising the elbow too much. The picture 
may look like the man on the left has raised the elbow but his 
principal moyement has been to force the head and elbow together 
a weak position for any man to get into. After you have ducked 
under continue to go around your opponent and behind as sho,vn in 
the picture n, group three and you are to throw your opponent to 
the mat "'ith one of the trips as shown in how to throw Or bust 
to the mat. 

In picture C, of this group you see a thing that is practiced in 
nearly every amateur match one man has dived for his opponents 
legs and is being countered as shown in the pictures. The man on 
the right is dh'ing for his opponent's legs. The opponent always 
stands with one arm low if standing anything like straight. Then 
the man on the left has caught his opponent under the right shoul
der with his left arm and is putting pressure downward on his 
opponent's left with his right and there seems to be nothing left but 
to go to the mat and under. Picture D, shows the hold progressing 
and Hentually the man on the right \viU be nearly flat on his 
shoulders and the man who countered has won an advantage. :Many 
other holds from this position will be shown in head to head 
problems or when two men are head to head and the referee can not 
say one lUan is behind or has an advantage on the other. Another 
thing to remember in getting the counter to work is to step slightly 
to the side and allow opponent to charge so that his force is not 
directed against your legs. In the last picture you see that the man 
who is coming on top has his body perpendicular to his opponent's 
and has the greatest possible leverage. All you have to do is to 
catch your opponent under one and on top of the otller shoulder 
and if you can get your legs to one side he will by his own effort 
throw himself on his back and you wiH be on top. Many old 
wrestlers do not know this trick and it is just the one to use on a 
team that dives for your legs at the first of every bout. 
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GROUP FOUR, GOING BEHIND. 

In picture A, group four we have a condition that will come 
up in nearly every bout. If you are inside a ring it will always come 
up and if in a ring without ropes it comes often. The man on the 
right has charged the man on the left and has been able to stay a 
little lower. He has taken what I call a spanking hold grabbing 
his opponent just below the large seat muscles. This has a tendency 
to lift your opponent off his feet and make the hold effective. If he 
is not lifted off his feet he will have easy time countering you with 
one of the many things he may do to counter a move of this kind. 
In the second picture you see the man on the right has a double 
body lock on his opponent and! is trying to break him down and 
his opponent taking an over hold on both arms and with his 
hands locked together is pressing in his abdoman. He should get 
his legs and buttocks as far back as possible to get the best resistance 
to the double body lock. In picture C, you see the best counter for 
the hold and one used by the wrestlers who are familiar "'ith 
Graeco-Roman wrestling. If a man gets a double hody hold and is 
hending you back and you cannot resist him with the counter just 
explained then you must go with him and at the ~alJle time do 
something to come out on top. Put your right leg in his crotch and 
with your two arms locked about his fall backward and thro'," and 
kick him over your head as shown in picture C. The shock of 
hitting the mat will disorganize him and since you are taking the 
initatiye you will know what to do without thinking it out after 
you hit the mat. You will haye his two arms together and IT you 
will bridge or twist anyway coming on your feet as shown in picture 
D, you can pin your oppon£'nt with the double arm lock as shown. 
The man with the body holds is supposed to ha"e an advantage 
but it ,can be turned into defeat as quickly as any hold I know. 
Onc important thing to r£'membcr that you must act quicldy and 
that a high bridge immediatcly after hitting the mat will make 
the counter a success if you cannot do it otherwise. 

Another way to counter the double body lock is to takc the 
same defense and thcn step your right leg am'oss and put it in 
front of your opponent's right and trip him almost like taking the hip 
lock for your hip and leg will cause him to be busted to the Inat 
with great force. Another important thing to know is that the 
outside hold on the arms places your pectoralis major and minor 
muscles against his weaker shoulder retractors and when his arms 
are pinned together he has no strength or ability to counter or 
protect himself. Do not let an opponent · take a double body lock 
and then try to break it because it may not work This counter is to 
be used only in case of emergency and not as method of getting 
behind only when you have to use it. 
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GROUP FIVE, GOING BEmND. 

In group five you see positions gotten only from counter posi
tions. In this group everything you do is figured from what the 
other fellow will do. In picture A, the men are head to head in 
the usual wrestling position when one man is holding the other 
off as the man is who is standing on the left and the other fellow 
continues to push forward head low. From this combination push 
forward with all your strength and work yoUl" right arm free and 
try to get it inside of your opponents left with your elbow pressing 
against his left chest. He will instinctively reach over your arm and 
",ith his left try to lock your right inside. When he does this 
throw your arm backward and outward locking his arm above the 
elbow and then shift your head from under his right arm to under 
his left arm. All you have to do is to go behind and then bust him 
to the mat for an advantage. The secret of being able to do all these 
things is to keep low. You must be so low that he cannot counter 
you with any leg trip or arm drag. If you are standing straight 
up this will not work if he knows what to do. The thing he should do 
is to keep you straight up and when you take th~ position as des
crihed above then he steps on your right foot with his left and falls 
to his left side and pulls you under him and on your back He 
will also take a body scissor and stretch your head and one arm out 
maldng you helpless. I caution you again keep low or the hold is 
110 good. 

In picture C. is another combination to be used against the man 
who tries to manhandle you with pulling and pushing your head 
to one side or the other. The man 011 the left has taken a double 
lock on his opponent's head and the opponent is yielding to the right. 
y Oll should first yield to a pull of this kind and then resist a time 
or two. When he thinl{s he is worrying you then it is time for 
you to counter him as follows: Resist his pulling and then quickly 
go with him and step behind hjs right leg as shown. When you 
havc the left leg behind his right throw all the force you can with 
your left arm head and trunk to bring him back over your left leg 
and then fall squarely on top of him and put him on his back. 
You will then be in position to apply a pin hold or let him roll 
onr and take the defensive position on all fours. Always worry 
your man as much as possible by holding him on his back as long 
as possible even if you know you cannot pin him. Always to 
tangle him up one way or another working on his legs and arms or 
any way to hold him. 
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GROUP SIX, GOING BEHIND. 

-

In picture A, group six we ha"e a hold half way finished show
ing a method of going behind. This hold is gotten by taking your 
opponent's right elbow in your left hand. Keep your right 011 

his neck until you are sure that you can jerk it free. Reach over 
quicldy with your right and grasp his arm half way from the shoul
der and gi"e him a pull downward and across and at the same time 
jump around t@ his right keeping your left leg outside his right and 
go behind as shown. The main thing about getting this hold is to 
know when it is possible to work it and then apply it quickly and 
lI'ith aU yom' force. 

The cut shown as B, shows the getting behind when you have 
worked under an opponeI1t's arm. This condition will come about 
when you can work under him and run him backward to the 
ropes. t:se your strenght in your largc muscles of the upper arm 
and shoulder to give a quick lift outward and upward and at the 
same time shift your legs around to opponent's right keeping 
outside of his right leg. Keep the double or single body lock and 
continue until you are behind. As soon as your h-ead is behind 
his arm raise it up so he cannot take a head lock and watch that 
he does not trip your right leg throwing you backward and giving 
you an arm drag. This position will come up in nearly every bout 
where ropes are used. It will always come up jf you rush ~rour 
opponent to the ropes and keep under him . 

-
Cut C, shows a little trick sometimes used when conditions are 

just right. On the left the man has worl{ed under his opponent 
and the opponent has blocked by taking under each shoulder as 
shown lifting up and holding the man on the left away from his 
legs or body. The man on the left has count,ered by locking both 
elbows with his hands and then quickly turns the right or left to 
tlJrow his opponent to the mat who will land flat on his back. 
A fall is scarcely ever gotten but you can get on top if you take 
advantagc of your position and will l'elease him and turn on top 
taking a crotch hold. 

In picture D, of this group you are getting one of the latest 
variations known. Stand with your right leg forward and when 
your opponent takes hold of it tlll'n stick your right arm in the 
crook of his elbow as shown in the photograph and fall backward 
and at the same time twist to the right throwing opponent's head to 
the mat. Be sure to kick him in the crotch with your right which 
will turn him on his back and gi"e you the advantage you are 
tr~ring to get. 

RY ~EXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
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GROUP SEVEN, GOING BEHIND. 

The first three pictures of the group are showing a part of the 
double arm drag. It can be worked with several variations and one 
or two that may be dangerous to your opponent's arm. Be car
ful not to apply this hold and turn your opponents thumb out so 
to lock the elbow joint or you may injure him. Allow the arm to 
bend as shown and the hold is a good one and not at all dangerous. 
The first object is to cause your opponent to step forward to brace 
himself and expose a leg for a leg hold and a go behind. Another 
thing is to keep at least one leg outside of his right to prevent him 
from shifting to keep you from going behind. To use this hold grab 
as shown and gh'e a hard pull at the same time shifting your weight 
his right side .. Trip the right foot with your right or you may 
drop to your lmee and then throw your left hand over his back as 
shown in the second picture. Both of you will go to the mat so 
rou must rely on your ability to ke~p going and come out as shown 
in the third picture. Your left arm should be put between his legs 
to pry on his left thigh and keep him from turning toward you and 
at the same time lock his right foot and lower leg between your 
two knees and you will always have him at your mercy. In the 
fourth picture you see what will happen if you don't keep your 
legs outside of his. He will shift and counter you and will land on 
top and across your body and you will be under instead of your 
opponent. If this should happen think quickly and fall flat on 
your back and at the same time kick him high over your head and 
turn face down on the mat and you will come out behind and on 
top. If he is a finished wrestler he may know another variation of 
hooking his leg in yours and will flatten you out if you are not 
careful. 

You need not be beaten even if all these things happcn. Grip 
the leg between your legs with your two knees and then grab the 
arm on the same time and roll in that direction. Taking this hold 
from every angle it is one of the best methods of getting behind. 
Always apply the pull downward and if the leg does come forward 
then take it if not proceed as shown in the picture and put this on 
fast -and know every counter and leg combination. Practice about 
fifty times before you try to use it in a match. 

• 
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GROUP EIGHT. GOING BEHIND . 
• 

• 

In this group han a counter hold shown that will be of value 
to you in nearly every match. This is to be uscd 011 an opponet who 
tries to manhandle you by jerking you from side to side or pull you 
about the ring. If your opponent tries these tactics let him take 
one of your arms and resist the first pull o}· two and then as he 
increases his pull on you step behind him as shown in the second 
picture B. You will note from the cut that you have perm.itted him 
to pull your arm across his body to he used later to push him back
ward. Reach downward quickly and grab his opposite or fartherest 
leg and continue to push him oyer backward using the arm and 
chest to push him with all your force. As he falls to the mat a 
"ictim of his own trick always throw your le;gs free of his and keep 
your body perpendicular to his as shown in the cut D. Any hold 
that may he applied is applied with greatest force if your hody is 
perpendicular with your opponent's To finish this movement and 
win by a fall reach your right arm around his neck and grab his left 
shoulder with the fingers of the right hand. Spread out on him 
stiffening the body and take a hold in his crotch with your left 
and start pulling him so all his weight will be on his neck and 
shoulders. Shift the "'eight on your body so to keep him from 
going from one shoulder to the other and every time he tries to 
bridge with his neck give him a twist from one side to the . other 
to make two forces break him down. Yon might take another pin 
hold passing your right over his left shoulder and around his ned: 
and hook it over his left shoulder and apply and arm lock to keep 
him from rolling or apply a reverse double wrist lock on his right 
arm, or you can use a crotch to pull him up on his shoulders and 
neck at the same time applying your weight to the gre.atest ad
,·antage. The accompanying euts shows one of the cleverest methods 
used by amateurs to get behind. First let yourself be pulled and then 
quickly proceed as shown in cuts. 
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GROUP NINE, GOING 

The hold and trip shown in the first cut A, may be used either 
as an ofiensiye hold that is taken on your opponent from standing 
or it may be used as a counter when he gets behind you and you 
are still on your feet or when you get to your feet after being down 
OD the defensive position on the mat. It should be practiced as a 
possibility from the three positions. Grab your opponent's left 
wrist in your left hand and then turn quicldy to yOul' left pulling 
the arm around and at the same time a double wrist hold from 
standing and do not use as a wrist hold like the double wrist lock 
but use as an arm drag. Continue to tm'll until your left hip is 
touching his abdoman. Kicl{ your left leg inside his left and with 
the pressure from the inside kick his leg and turn and pull him 
under. Just as he hits the mat kick your legs free and fall perpen
dicular to him lying across his body on his chest with a double wrist 
lock on his arm as shown. A good finish 1S to scissor one leg and 
apply pressure diagonally across his body for a fall. Try this hold 
only as a defensive hold until you have mastered it and then you 
may try it as an offensive hold if you wish. The picture marked B, 
is the first of the series of three showing what I call a Japanese 
leg trip. The hands are not used and only legs are supposed to take 
a part. Squat slightly bending your left knee only slightly. Then 
step in front and inside your opponent's left with your left and 
start your right in a big horizontial sweep. Continue until your 
leg passes around behind as shown in cut C, and at this time should 
haye great speed. Strike him hard on the back of his calf and knock 
his knee forward. The leg pulled forward has a tendency to turn 
him away from you but you should keep the arms ready if needed 
to make this a possibility. Run your left leg thru hard straighten
ing it out with much force and at the same time turn face downward 
and come on top of him and behind. Much to your delight you will 
have done. what seems impossible. It is always best to continue 
your practice until no matter what happens you can always get 
away or get the best of an attempt at a hold like this. 

Use this hold on a man you have difficulty in getting to his arms 
and body and one who is always pushing you away from his head 
and wrestlers medium straight up, A man wrestles too low for 
YOll may come on top. If he does use the Japanese leg trip by roll
ing to the same side of the leg you have between yours and holding 
the same arm with both of yours. This position destroys two legs 
of the table and he will be rolled under you. 

o 
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GROUP TEN, GOING BEIDND. 

In cut A. we show a possibility that comes up in nearly every 
match. You sec a man on the right who has charged in trying to 
get the under hold and the man on the left countering with a cross 
face hold or this is sometimes called the front chancery. He is also • 
blocking with his right arm to keep the man on the right from 
getting his legs. To work this hold reach over his right arm with 
your left after quickly releasing the cross face hold. Then step 
in front of his right foot with your left and holding a terrible grip 
on his right arm and a good pl'y on his left fall to ~'our left hip 
and side. He will be pulled under you because both legs of the 
table have been destroyed and he cannot resist your pressure. As 
he is falling thru the space to the mat you must think what you are 
going to do to stop him. Quite often the under man is thinking and 
continues the roll and comes out on top in the end. Throw your right 
leg hard o\'er and ael'ORS his body spreading out as wide as ~'ou can 
make yourself to ell':,cl{ him momentarily. Clamp both legs over 
his thighs hooking your toes in his calves and straighten out hard. 
You really have an under hold on his left arm then take a comhina
tion head and arm hold and straighten him out laying your weigllt 
slightly to his left shoulder he will be pinned if applied a..-.; directed. 
Learn to shift your "'eight from side to side and anticipate any 1110ye 
he IDay make to escapp and beat him to it just enough to pin him. 
I consider the position shown in cut D, one of the best in holds ever 
invent.ed and it can be used with many tUI'DS and rolls coming from 
other positions. Be mentally alert and if anything shows up take 
it. It is always a good policy to learn what to do from a certain 
position and do it· so often that it becomes reflex with you then 
when that position comes up in a match you ha \'e taken a(l\-antage 
of it without reasoning it out and before the other fell 0'" know'S 
"'hat is happening. This hold can be eountered watching the other 
fellow's left foot and at. the exact moment he starts his mO\'em~nt 
jump wide to his left side and flatten out on him. After he gets 
his foot as shown he will al ,,·ays take you to the mat whether he will 
be able to hold you 01' not. AI"'ays try a hold of this kind where 
so much depends on whether you can grasp an opponent arm, in the 
first part of the match. 'Vhell you are cO\"el'ed with s\\'eat all 
holds fail and the best of them seem to be worthless. After a match 
reaches that stage it is up to one man to wear t.he other out some 
way or another. 
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GROUP ELEVEN, GOING BEHIND. 

I really hesitate to put the head lock in this book but must 
show it so you will know how to counter it. The first picture 
marked A, shows the propel' points when applying the headlock 
from standing. There are three things that go together. The head
lock and arm drag and the trip to get him to the mat. As shown in 
the first picture take the head lock and then reach across with your 
free hand and take the arm just above the elbow with your thumb 
and forefinger and grip and pull across the same way you are pull
ing the head. At the same time try for a back heel as shown and' 
trip and try to stop opponent on his back. The pictures marked 
B-C-D, show what you should do if an opponent tries the head lock 
on you. If he gets your head pried low then reach your hand down 
and in his crotch and shift to the side so you cannot be pulled down 
to the mat. Take opponent's elbow in hand and push it off over 
your head and at the same time slipping your head out from under 
his arm and go behind him taking the double body hold. If he 
tries the headlock and is fairly straight up when he applies it coun
ter him with a face hold as shown in the cut marlted C, and then 
at the same time reach through and take the opposite leg and bust 
him to his back to the mat and try for a fall with some pin hold. 
Very often your opponent tries the head lock for punishment and 
will sit back to twist your neck and blind you by cutting off your 
eirculation to your head. If he is any kind of position like shown 
then reach thru and take the opposite leg picking him up and 
slamming him to the mat on the back of his head and neck. Any 
illan who tries the head lock knows that he cannot pin you once 
in a hundred times so bust him hard he is trying to hurt you. The 
impact will break his head lock and leaYe him on his back you will 
have a good chance to pin him if you act quickly. Remember again 
that the head lock is only good to wear an opponent down and to 
injure him and in an amateur match the time being short it will 
never win you anything. This one hold beats more amateur "Test
leI'S than all other holds combined. Another point to remember is 
that when pulling your head out of the lock allow the part next to 
his body to slide rather than trying to pull your head out by sliding 
his bony forearm oyer your ears which will tear the skin and bruise 
them. There are three ways to apply the lock for punishment. The 
bone of the forearm called the radius and this is the one along the 
thumb side is pressed just under the cheek bone at the eye tooth. 
It may be placed just in the outside cornel' of the eye 01' it may be 
applied so the knuckle of the thumb or first finger is pressed in the 
eye socket. 
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GROUP TWEL GOING BEBIND . 
• 

After you have wrestled for scyeral weeks you begin to feel 
that there are positions and tricks that your can work better than 
others. The first. two pictures show the double elbow lock. This 
is a hold that might. he worked on you and you couldn't work it 
unless your arms were long. \Vhen working into and under a man 
be sure to keep your arms down so he will not be able to lock 
them as shown in cut B. If you happen to be the top man then try 
if the opportunity presents itself to get his arms locked as shown. 
If he has arms locked try to break the hold before he gets you to 
the mat or you will be pinned. If you are the one getting the hold 
step to one side and drop all your weight on his back and when he 
gets down on the mat then work one side to get the best pry and 
force him o\'er. Don't work in haste aild when you feel him yield
ing let him tire out some. If he does get loose then you can fil1lsh 
him with another hold shortly after., The rule to follow is not let 
your arlllS he pinned hack and pin the other fellow's if possihle. 
This hold is neurly a sure winner if once applied. 

The holds shown in the two bottom pictures are variatil'ns 
~eldom used or heard of. The combinations are dey elopements of 
the reverse half nElson. When two men are working head to head 
one or the other is usually the highest. The under man is trying 
to work under and take some leg or body hold and the top man is 
trying to get around behind. If the top man proceeds as folicn:s· 
Reach your right hand under his left arm and work your hand 
palm down over the back of his head and neck Alway" tflke the 
longest level'. I mean keep t.he hand well out. on his her.d and not 
short on his neck. If necessary use the left hand to push down his 
head and start him. After you have br!lken down his rc;sistllilce 
reach the left hand as shown in cut C, and try to get a hold in his 
crotch taking the farthest leg as shown in cut D. When thi~ 
point is reached then throw back your legs and straighten out hurd 
getting the greatest ~everage possible and you will find that he 
will turn on his back and you will have a neck hold and a crotch 
hold to continue and pin him. It will pay you to study the reverse 
half nelson pretty thoroughly as it is a coming hold' and used at 
this time by the better class of wrestlers with great success. It will 
be valuable to stop a man from rolling. As an example you may 
have a man in some kind of a lock and he starts to roll free. You 
are at his side and all you have to do is slip on the reverse half nel
son a~d stop him and roll him bacl{ into the hold mentione;d above. 
Don't get down in front and let the other man ~et the under hol.d 
if you can help it but if you eve~ find yourself in the top pl)sition 
it i!. well to know what to do and do it quickly and properly. 
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GROUP THIRTEEN, GOING BEHIND. 

When you are standing facing an opponent quite often you will 
~tep back and then come together to resume wrestling. When au 
opponent steps back and then comes forward make a motion like 
YOil are going to grab him high and then dive for one leg as shown 
'in cut A. This is called the single leg tackle. Never dive for an 
opponent's legs without first knocking up his arms or making a 
feint se he will throw them up to protect bimseif. If you do dive 
without the above precaution he will counter you and you ",HI find 
yourself on your back. This counter will be shown in ar,othel' cut 
~howmg a tackle and countering by puttin;; one hand under and the 
other over the other shoulder. The important thing about the 
l'ingle leg tackle do not be in to big a hurry tc) get hold o,r the 
other leg or to change your position. Hold tightly to the leg and 
force it down until your opponent goes to the mat as shown in 
cut B, and then start crawling up the leg to a better position and 
then take a pin hold of some kind. You will find that your opponent 
will invariably turn face down 011 the mat and then you can get 
on behind and use a riding hold as shown in another chapter. 

The hold shown in cut C, is a very clever variation of the 
double wrist lock. You do not take the wrist at all but the lever on 
the leg to gain the advantage you get when the wrist lock is used. 
If you are wrestling an opponent who gets your leg up be sure that 
he has to take it between his legs. Then you can stiffen it and 
he cannot raise it higher than his crotch and he cannot throw you 
to the mat very easily. You should slip the right arm over and 
outside his right and take a hold in his crotch or on his leg. Be 
sure to keep your left leg free. Stiffen your arm and fall sitting 
on the right hip and pulling his head to the mat. You will be able 
with a little practice to get the feel of the thing and know when 
to apply the pressure. \Yhen his head goes to the mat he will release 
his hold and you will have no trouble putting your left arm around 
his body and behind with a double body hold and an advantage . 

• 

You will find this ,-ariation one of the cleverest methods of 
getting behind even your opponent thinks he has you ready to flop. 
It is used from under if you are on your back and can reach through 
as indicated and then pry backward. The· pressure is the same 
as the double wrist lock as far as turning the body is concerned. 
Really you have to try the hold to appreciate it as it is a good one 
and a few years ahead of ordinal'y wrestling. 
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GROUP FOURTEEN, GOING 

• 

On this group we start on the most important series in the book. 
r call it the head to head series and it. solves many problems that 
confront every wrestler and coach in the game. Many professionals 
would do well to adopt some of the,se variations, When head to 
head always try to l<eep low and then let the other fellow get under 
yOll. This is not always possible and when he gets under you be 
careful not to take the hold as shown in cut A. This is the double 
body lock from on top aud front. If you do then he will counter 
vou with the double elbow lock as shown in the cut marked B. 
• If you happen to be underneath you are the fellow to counter grab 
above both elbows with your arms locking tightly before you make 
any other move then tum oyer on your bacl, and if you can hold 
your opponent then he will be flat on his back. This final position 
is shown in cut C. If you feel lil,e he is getting away from you 
turn quickly to the right or left as the ca,<;e may warrant and tal,e 
a crotch hold and then shift to any other position that looks best. In 
the last pict.ure marked D, is shown what might happrn and what you 
might do if the case came up. The problem is when you are head 
to head and the under man gets to hi~ feet and the top man takes 
advantage of his position to giye him the back heel. The man on the 
right may be injured as this trip is ,"el'y hard on your neck and 
many times I hayc known men to get their necks hurt. The in
struction you should get is t.hat when on the under side ncver keep 
your legs close enough to your opponent that he may give you the 
back heel and if you happen to be the other' fellow don't trip him 
as you may injure him even seriously. If ever you studied positions 
IItndy these on this puge and thosc tllRt follow on the same problem. 
Hundreds of times I have seen men if they had known of these posi
tions the match would have been theil'S and it would have been done 
easy. As it was they didn't know what to do and the match was a 
draw or they lost to the other fellow. 
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GROUP FIFTEEN, GOING BEmND . 
• 

In this group we continue the head to head problems. In the 
pictures on the proceeding page we took up some of the first posi
tions and on this we will try to solve some of the better positions. 
I have listed the positions in their order of importance according to 
my ideas. In college wrestling many times the men go so low that 
there is 110 possibility of getting to their legs and the match resolves 
itself into a hulling match. If your opponent gets to low for you 
solve the situation by pushing his head to one side and then take 
llis left calf in your right hand and a cross face hold with your left 
and go behind. 

In the second picture marked B, is shown the proper position 
to take if you have the upper hold. With your left arm to the 
right side of opponent's neck reach through and grab the left 
elbow. Put additional pressure on opponent's left elbow with your 
right. When you break him down then reach quickly for a rear 
crotch and go behind. You will see if you hold his arm he can\1ot 
counter with a body or leg hold with his left arm when you start 
behind. But all positions head to head are not so easy he may get to 
your legs as shown in the picture marked C. If he does then you 
know what to do aud I have listed them in order of importance. 
If he has a double leg hold his head will be to one side or the other. 
Resist him and reach thru and take the opposite cals and break his 
base of support down as shown in the picture marked C. This 
picture marked C. This picture is not evactly COl'rect for it shows 
the mans head coming through to this side which should not he 
permitted. 

It is not always possible to do the right thing at the right time 
for the other fellow is working to keep you from doing that thing. 
Then in picture we show what I call chance three and it is reaching 
and taking the leg at the ankle and first pulling it to the side then 
lift and turn opponent over on his side and by using a cross face 
hold you can be behind and on top before he can recover. In all 
these positions 'you must resist your opponent with your legs and 
boay with aU your force. In all high school and college meets you 
sec these problems coming up in every match and I consider the 
head ,to head problem the most simple problems we ha "e when it 
comes to getting behind. 
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GROUP SIXTEEN, GOl.L'fG BEHIND. 

Continuing in the two preceeding pages we have additional 
problems on head to head. When you have tried numbers one two 
and three and still your opponent keeps closing in on you and you 
want something as nearly last resort try the hold shown ill the top 
of the page. This is to be tried when your opponent is working 
under you and getting you to a sitting position a" shown on the 
left. Reach through and lock your hands together through his crotch 
as shown. Heave to the side his head is on and putting all your 
weight on him, turn him under you and get behind as soon as pos
sible. There may be a possibility of using a pin hold but don't take 
any chances unless you need a fall to win. 

Still we have a more difficult problem. Suppose your opponent 
keeps working under you and gets you nearly flat. Counter by reach
ing your right hand under his left shoulder and through to where 
you can lock your two hands together. This has a pry that will tend 
to turn him over on his back take your leg right or left but prefer
ably your right for the position shown and l,ick him over your 
head. You will be able to land astride him with a double body 
scissor and a good lock on his arms and his head pried up so you 
can pin him. The finish of this hold is shown ill cuts C and D. 
group ten .of this chapter. 

Study all the holds in the last eleven pictures as a separate 
groJJIt as they are most important and are designed to solve one of 
the most important problems that comes up in amateur bout. \\That 
are these holds to teach? They are to get you behind your opponent 
and you never want to give up under any circumstances if there 
is the least chance that you can come out. Of course always let 
loose and turn face down before you are gotten in position to be 
piuned . . 

Of all the holds ever developed at Oklahoma .-\. and M. College 
these last three pages are the most used and r have seen what 
was an apparent loss turned into victory by trying all the holds 
in order and maybe gaining a victory with number five. Remember 
to that the cross face hold will get you out of difficulties when an 
opponent tries for your legs or gets one when head to head. 
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CHAPTER XI 

GROUP ONE, TO THROW TO 
• 

After you have gotten behind your opponent you may find that 
he is still on his feet or he may rise quickly when on all fours. 
To bust to the mat in an art in itself. I am showing a few stand
ing positions that will work. There are many others but for rea
sons of their being dangerous they have been excluded. The first 
position is shown in cut A, and shows the proper position for both 
wrestlers.· The man behind has his feet well spread and is hanging 
on and low behind. The man in front is leaning forward with his 
IIrms forward ready to counter if an opening shows up. Always 
lock your hands around an opponent or he will pull them apart and 
turn out. 

In the picture marked B, we have the lift and bust to mat with 
the combination waist lock and crotch. The crotch keeps your op
ponent from slipping in your grasp and by getting a low hold his 
head will turn and fall toward the mat and will make busting easy. 
Don't try to break in the gymnasium floor with your opponent ho\\"
e'·er wrestling isn't a ladies game so don't carry him around the 
mat looking for a soft place to lay him down. J always say put 
them down pretty hard and they will respect you when you are 
behind them. 

'],he third picture marked C, shows a good method of getting an 
opponent to the mat by putting all your weight and then tripping 
quickly to the right or l~ft as the case may be. In this case the 
man tripped with his left and the man in front is reaching out 
his hand to break his fall. To do this right throw all your weight 
on an opponent and then when he staggers under the weight trip 
him and pull in that direction watching that he doesn't shift his 
legs across and fool you. Always keep one leg free. Notice the 
right leg is free and ready to throw up so opponent can't fall 
across you. 

In the bottom picture marked D, you see a method that will 
work sometimes when both are tired. You have a man you can't 
pick up and you are sweaty and 'tired, then hang on with all your 
might and when he staggers drag him down and get on top. Every 
time he gets to his feet hang on and make him carry you around the 
mat and th~n finally drag him down. About three or four tin:e8 
will tire the best of them and you should be able to ride him after 
~hat. In trying this hold do not try to get too low or he may turn 
In your grasp and face you and then get away. 
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GROUP'TWO, TO THROW TO T 

If a man stands with you and you canDot lift for a bust to the 
Inat then put your right or left foot as the case may be in his knee 
and breal, down his support taking particular care not to injure 
the knee. We l18"e had many men injured by the hold being ap
plied to hard. This will work equally as well on one leg as the other 
using the right foot. If you cannot use the foot then strike him in 
the same spot with your knee and "'hen he staggers put the weight 
to him and get him down. 

In the second position marked B, you have the usual method 
of getting an opponent to the mat but this will not work always as 
~ome coaches have worked out a defense for the position. If it is 
worked quickly it will do the work on most any person. With your 
hands locJ;;ed drop down and back and pull our opponent to right or 
left and at the snme time use the foot of the same side to which you 
pull. If you pull to the left trip with the left foot or merely put it 
against their heel so they cannot shift thcil' foot backward to pre
,'ent los:ng their ba.lance, Pull and twist opponent under you with 
the same movement and watch they dQn't turn in your grasp. 

In the third pictnre marked 0, you have shown a position where 
the man behind shifts anu steps across with the opposite foot and 
then causes his opponent to fall o,'er the leg, I ad"ocute holding 
on with both arms and not turning loose with one arm. The 
shift must be made (tuickly and then pull opponent squarely and 
keep your shoulder in his shol't ribs and regard less how he falls 
rOll shoulrl go down face downward. 
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GROUP THREE. TO TO MAT 
. 

There are many problems coming up so will try to solve some of 
the common ones. Sometimes a man will sit back in your grasp 
and with his feet apart will defy you to bust him to the mat and 
yOU will find yourself carrying him around the inat and his wearing 
~·ou down. If a man sits back .the way to break it and to get 
hiro to the mat is to slip your chin over his shoulder looking out 
for the double hold and then cause him to lie flat on his back be
cause you press your chin on his shoulder and he has no support 
will fall backward. Come around to the side and then get into posi
tion to get on top or behind. Always reach for a crotch hold and 
regardless what he does he cannot get away unless he breaks your 
crotch hold. A cross face hold ,,,ill break any hold he may get on 
"our legs as you try to come around and behind . 
• 

In the second position is shown what to do and what to look for 
when opponent stands. This is what I call the switch. Because one 
wrestler has the advantage and then the man in front switches to 
the top position and the advantage is reversed. If a man reaches 
for your leg as shown drop to the mat on that side. In this case 
Sh0\\11 t.he man behind should turn to the left and fall with opponent 
in his grasp. The man in front wants to manipulate his position so 
tbat the man behind cannot shift and then with pressure pull and 
turn to the left and force his opponent's head to the mat and put his 
arm in a pry so he will not have any strength to resist. This position 
would be good if the man in front turned and put his left leg be
tween his opponent's and then held the crotch hold and fell back-
ward try them both they are clever holds. . 

In cut C, you see a man grapevining the leg of his opponent who 
is trying to lift him high and bust him to the mat. If an opponent 
tries to lift and bust then grapevine both of his legs outside and then 
if necessary release your grapevine to catch yourself before he can 
throw you. At the same time it will be hard on the man behind to 
try to lift himself. 

The man behind has gotten careless or the man in front has , 

shifted his feet and he is astride one of opponents legs. He is reach
ing down and picking up the foot and will bust the man who is 
behind to the mat. This position is simple and scarcely ever used 
but sometimes the good men get into this position and get the 
positions reversed. Study this hold from all angles. 
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CHAPTER XII 

GROUP ONE, HOLDOWNS 

This is the second series of photographs showing the differcnt 
wrestling positions. ,lte have been standing up to this stage of the 
game and now one or the other is on the mat with the other on 
top. Therp. is a' fixed starting position and that is shown in cut A. 
The position is described as follows: The under man is to get on 
his hands and knees and must remain until the referee says wrestle. 
The top man is limited to the holds shown. He can reach one or the 
other around the dody of his opponent and rest the hand on the 
inside of the thigh, the other hand must rest on the upper afm of 
his opponent between the elbow and shoulder. When the referee says 
wrestle then either may change his position to suit himself. 

The best hold to take immediately after the referee comlllalld~ 
you to wrestle is what I call the leg pry. IJock your hvo hands 
together and with the forearm of the left arm prying on the op
ponent's left thigh try to break him down and get him off his 
bala.nce. From this position you may work into most any hold that 
you may desire to try. If you are unable to get any hold then 
hang on and keep him down under you and ride for a decision. Put 
all your weight on him and tire him. Your forearll cutting into 
hi~""t1bdoman will tire him quickly and will be a source of great 
worry to him he cannot shake you loose to get to his feet and es
cape from under. 

Along with our regular line of attack I say always try to des
troy one of his supports or one leg of the table. The first thing to 
do is to try to get an arm back so in the picture marked C, you show 
what I call a bar arm or arm pry. From position B, you reach. for
ward quickly and take opponent's wrist and jerk it back so you can 
grab it with your right hand. You are on your opponent's back 
with all your weight on him and have his left arm locked back hold
ing it with your right hand which is under his body and with your 
left which is shown in the picture. 

Another variation shown in cut D, and is a variation of the bar 
arm. In this position your left arm is thrust through the crook 
of your opponent's arm and using this as a pry and holding him 
with your right anu around his wrist try to ride him to tire him and 
win a desision by being on top. If he tries to get up push forward to 
keep your opponent from getting his balance and working his one 
arm that is on the mat for support. Learn these rides and try them 
out so if your opponent slips from one you can get another. 
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GROUP TWO, HOLDOWNS 

The first picture shown and marked A, in the group is what we 
call a bar arm hold. The left hand grasps your oppon~nt's wrist 
ilnd by bending your arm at the elbow it will be used as a bar and 
will keep the arm back under your opponent and destroy one leg 
of the table and throw 11im off his balance and make him worlt 
to keep his body off the mat. By placing your weight pressure for
ward it makes an opponent work twice as hard as you do to main
tain balance and do anything to escape. The extra hand on his hand 
makes it easy for yon to ride him and keep the ann hack at the 
same time. As long as yon can keep the arm back he cannot get to 
his feet and will not be able to start any offensive and will be 
fighting for his life. 

In the second picture marked B, you see the proper position 
for the under man to talte and the method of getting his arm free. 
As an opponent gets your arm back do not let him hold it close to 
your waist but grab the inside of your thigh. ·When you can throw 
it out to the side and around in front making a sort of sweep with 
it and you will be able to get the arlll free. 

One of the g~atest holdowns ever invented is shown in cut C. 
This shows the double body lock with your left shoulder planted 
in your opponent's short ribs to pry him down to the mat. To get 
llis hold reach around opponent's body with one hand and arm and 
lo~k the two hands together. Pry on one of his upper legs to break 
h~ dow11 and put all your strength in gripping him and sinking 
your shoulder in his ribs. When he tries to rise to his knees put all 
your weight in the direction of the leg that is broken down and pry 
all the harder in the ribs and he will be held to the mat and cannot 
escape without a very unusual expenditure of energy. Notice what 
is being done with the knee of your inside leg keep it well aga.inst 
his thighs and pushing forward. This seems to solve the situation 
for the top man and if he keeps the leg as shown the opponent will 
have a hard time to do anything to worry him. 

In the fourth position marked D, you have a special ride that 
will worry most of the good men. This ride is devised to take care 
of the man who is strong in the shoulders and ''leak in the legs. 
If your opponent is of that type try what we call insid~ and outside 
leg holds. Work on nothing but the legs and try to pry the opponent 
over to the left. Keep the weight of your body on him and the posi
tion you are trying to get him into is on his left hip and side. After 
you have worked on his legs a while then you can try for some head 
or body hold anp. pin him. Or you may want to ride for a decision 
not trying to pin him at all. 
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GROUP THREE, HOLDOWNS 

Most of the holdowns shown on this page are of advanced type. 
In picture A, you see one of the best used in amateur wrestling. 
You work to get an opponent's arm back and then immediately put 
all your pressure to throw him over on his left shoulder. When this 
is accomplished hold the arm as shown and put yonI' weight on the 
upper arm by placing your head just above the elbow. The position 
the arm is in keeps, your opponent's head turned away from you 
and he cannot exert much strength to get away. You are to ride 
as long as possible and try to tire him by letting him nearly escape 
be not quite. If you hold too tightly he will not try to get away 
and you will tire yourself down as much as he is tiring. Always 
l,eep your knee well up against him and keep pushing him for
ward and to the left. 

In cut B, you have shown a hold that is considered illegal and 
is shown and explained here to show officials the positions and to 
show the wrestlers a hold t.hat has been under discussion. Whether 
you have a body scissor or not makes no difference this hold is 
illegal and a punishing hold only. This hold is called the stretcher 
and can be applied with or without the body scissor. The arms 
are pulled out in front and then lifted and at the same time your 
weight is placed on the opponent's back to hold him flat. The 
shoulders lock in the joints and the effect is that the muscles of the 
chest are pulled apart. Both shoulders and your shoulder blades 
al"€ pulled together behind and much injury done. It is not a 
wrestling hold but one to punish an opponent. Don't permit its 
use on your men. 

The hold shown in cut C, is a variation of the stretcher it is 
called the double bar over head may be applied from in front or 
behind. The effect is that the two arms are stretched in the shoul
ders and that the arms are locked over the head and you are 
helpless. It is not a pin hold so nothing but punishment can come 
from it so do not permit its use. It is shown here with the figure four 
scissor or the hook scissor . 

• 

The next cut shows the hook scissor and how to apply it. On 
all positions try to get into the diagonal position. I mean if your 
leg is hooked over his left leg hang on with all your power to his 
right shoulder and then by using a pry cross his face he can be 
made to roll where and which way you like. This is a pin hold and 
one which if applied properly will wear an opponent down to com
plete exaustion in five minutes. The man with the hook scissor could 
apply a half nelson with his right and pin his opponent in some 
cases. 
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GROUP FOUR. HOLDOWNS 
• 

In cut A, you see one of the best tie-ups ever known to hold 
down an opponent and render him helpless by making him so tired 
he can't do anything. To work into this hold you first get one arm 
back into a bar arm position and then get him to the mat and 
flattened out. When he reaches back to break loose then take other 
arm and hold it in a bar. All your weight must be on his shoulder 
blades. In his efforts to get up he will shift about and then you 
are to clamp on a scissor on his lower legs and keep his elbows 
well out so he cannot roll over and ride a decision and after your 
time gh'cs you that then try for a fall by shifting to some other 
good hold and worldng hard . 

The second picture shows the double bar arm at work and how 
to place your weight to make an opponent tired. Get both arms 
back as shown in the hold above and then put all your force on his 
back to keep him from breathing deeply. Keep your weight placed 
just right and when he tries to get his arms free press a little more 
forward and hang on. After a short while he will tire himself out 
trying to get loose and then you can shift to something and pin 
him. From this position always try the half nelson and keep the 
bar on one and you will win a fall, all things in your favor. A 
long armed man can use such a hold better than a short armed 011(' 

of course there are exceptions. 

In cut C, \"e have shown the most modern hold known and 
named by some as the cross scissor ride. You may scissor the leg 
body or both but you maintain a cross position and your opponent 
must carry your weight around wherever he goes. No man can do 
this very long and not be thrown. Study the picture and then try it 
out but don't be dissapointed if it takes two weeks to learn it. Then 
it must be practiced on long and short opponents. The double lock 
from behind is worked in connection with the scissor position in 
this picture. 

In cut D, you see a double lock from top position. If your op
ponent should get on top of you still hold your position and you 
will have a double wrist lock from lmderneath so you can use it to 
escape from under. In the picture the man has a scissor on the 
far leg like in cut C. 
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GROUP FIV~, 

In the pictures on the other page you saw the cross scissor 
ride when you were on top and your opponent was on all fours. 
In this first picture it shows him on his back trying someway 
to get out from under you. It mal,es no difference what position he 
gets into you still have the advantage until he breaks loose from 
you foot or arm lock. When he turns on his back to roll you off 
hook the toe OIl his shin and apply the half nelson. He cannot 
turn toward you and he cannot turn away so stay there and ride 
him. You can use face holds to break away or turn him over where 
"on want him . • 

In cut B, you see the other view and it shows how to hold on 
and how to hook your leg. Remember you are holding over and 
around under his right shoulder. The arm hold to keep him from 
turning to the left and the leg position to keep him from turning 
to the right. \Vhile using any of the variations of this hold you are 
riding for a decision and to tire him so you can beat him by a 
fall. This hold is highly developed in the \Vestern part of the coun
try and is not used much in the Eastern part. I consider it the best 
ride to win or loose with. It will generally beat one of you and 
for a fall. No man can carryon his back the weight of his op
ponent without .losing strength and if he gets loose you will lose 
by a decision. There are some wrestlers who can break this hold 
but nearly all fail to. 

~ 

c: . The third cut shows the cross scissor ride with a variation of 
cross face hold to help wear and break down an opponent. If this 
hold is taken it destroys one of the arms and makes it double h~\rd 
to keep halanced. Any position that makes it hard on an opponent 
will wear him down and beat him in the end. This hold puts a 
severe twist on your opponent's back and puts him in position so he 
cannot extend himself in any way. If you are about to fall off you 
can throw your right leg over and take a body scissor and the hold 
can be used from a scissor as well as from any other position. 

In wrestling here is one part you had better remember. Your 
first object is to destroy a leg of the table and get one arm back. 
If you have a man and you cannot get his arm back to a bar 
then proceed as follows: Reach around his body just above the 
hip with your right and reach clear through. Loclt your hands 
together and with your left forearm prying against his left thigh des
troy one of the legs of the toble and break him down. Put all your 
weight on him and when he tries to get up he will reach back to 
get support of the left arm. Grab this hand quickly and strike 
the elbow with th~ head and bring his arm back as shown in a 
previous cut in group 3 and marked A. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

GROUP ONE, ESCAPES 

• 
• 

You have learned how to get behind, bust to the mat and how to 
ride so we will now take up the different methods of escaping 
from under. No matter how good you are sometimes you find your
self under and if you don't Imow escapes you will stay there. The 
simplest of all escapes and the best known are the winging tricks. 
Winging tricks alone are no good but when combined with leg 
tl'icks are very clever. This is the first publsihed worl{ on leg and 
arm combinations of this kind. In cut A, you see the under man 
trying to wing with the right arm and tripping right leg with right 
leg. All he has to' do is to fall to the right and kick loose and come 
on top. I tried to make it plain so have added a. second picture on 
this variation to show how opponent looked after the trick. Notice 
particularly the man who was under has hooked his toe on the other 
fellows leg and has not kicked loose. He will kick it loose turn 
toward his opponent's crotch and come on top. The secret of this 
trick is that both legs of support on one of your opponent's side has 
been destroyed so it takes no effort to get him to the mat. 

There are four variations given here. ''ling right, hook right 
to~hold right arm in left and hook right toe. The under man can 
hook his left to with both of the above conibinations instead of his 
right. In cut C, the man under has held opponents right hand in 
his left hooked his right toe and fell on his right side the second of 
the winging series. All he has to do is to turn to the left and take 
a r.rotch hold with his right and then take some kind of a face hold 
on his opponent to break any hold he may have gotten on you while 
he is turning. 

In the four·th picture marked D, you see the greatest winging 
trick known. The trick is winging left and using a right crotch 
kick to get opponent off balance and then before opponent can 
recover you are to turn and get on top leaving your opponent won
dering how you did it. An ordinary wing does not work On any 
fail' wrestIer but one of these tricks will put the brst of them out 
of position and sometimes get you out from under and on top. Re
member good wrestlers make as many as fh'e moves to get where 
they want to be so the wing mav be onl" rne of a series to get 
another combination. As far as I know this series has never been 
published in any form in all probility its value will not be known 
to many wrestlers . 

• 
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GROUP 'tWO,. 

• 

In this first picture marl,ed A, you see another of the series 
holding right hand in left and tripping from the inside your op
ponent's right. As soon as you reach this point then unhook your 
left toe and turn to the left and placc your right hand in opponent's 
crotch and use face holds to break loose from any other hold your 
opponent may have on you. 

Somctimes you have a man on you that insist·s upon holding 
tightly with both arms and has his legs so far out you cannot trip 
him then try this little trick. Wing both arms and dive over on one 
shoulder turning on your back pulling him under you just as he 
hits the mat anu you feel him jar shift your legs across his body 
like it is shown in picture C, and pin him with a double arm lock. 
You can see in picture C, you will have both of his arms locked 
in yours and can straighten out allu put his back to the mat. 

In the picture marked D, you have one of the best escapes ever 
known and if applied properly will get you out frim under in a 
hurry. To apply this counter or escape sit up hut not. to straight 
and shake yourself to slip opponent's grasp up high enough so his 
chin will slip over your shoulder then reach up quickly and take 
the h('ad in both hands and pull his head unuer you. Notice this 
one point if the man under had leaned to the left the escape can't 
work. If his head is On th(' right side of yours then lean to the 
rj.ght when you pull him under and if on the left lean to the left. 
1llid another caution do not sit to straight up or lean back or he 
will counter with the hold as shown in group 3, picture A, of the 
series "How to bust to mat." 
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• 

GROUP THREE, 

On this page we will take up their positions in picture A, is 
shown an escape, in B is shown an escape and in the two bottom 
pictures is a third escape. If your opponent does not lock his hands 
or locks them in the middle of your abdoman reach down and tear 
his hands apart at the same time throwing your feet in front, hold 
tightly to his hands and using him for to rest your head against 
throw your body forward and turn right or left to unwind either 
hand that you might not have been able to pull loose and stand 
or spin out in front facing your opponent. If you cannot work 
this from sitting get his hands apa1't like they are shown and then 
get to your feet and while running around the mat pulling and 
jumping you will be able to shake him off. This position from 
standing we have named the .. Gallopin Donkey." From sitting 
it is called "Pulling opponent's hands apart and spinning out in 
front. " 

In picture B, you are the under man and are held from tunling 
to the right because he is holding you with a half nelson and under 
your arm and he is keeping you from turning to the left with the 
leg hold. To break this combination you have to break one or both 
arms to get loose. To escape- first sit up as shown and lean slightly 
toward the half nelson to maintain your balance, then reach down 
with your right hand and take his right loose from your right and 
then quick as a flash turn to the left and unwind his left arm from 
its position and at the same time throw and hold his right from 
Y08r' body. 

In the third picture you see the beginning of a combination 
that will work provided your opponent who is on top will do certain 
things. Sit up and move a round in opponent's grasp looking for 
an opening. Watch him closely and if h~ reaches either arm over 
your shoulder grab the opposite hand and turn toward the arm that 
is over your shoulder. You see the. result in the fourth picture 
marked D. You will escape and both will get to your feet. You will 
find as you develop as a wrestler you have to anticipate the moves 
of your opponent and then when he gets into the position you 
want you can act without stopping to reason it all out and maybe 
telegraph what you are going to do. If you let your opponent 
know what you are thinking of doing you will never get anywhere. 
All of your wrestling must be done figuring out positions and then 
acting when he reaches the place you want him . Practice all these 
holds at least six times and for the reason study how you produce 
reflexes etc. 
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GROUP 4, ESCAPES. • 

Take the case of a man who is trying to get your hands and 
comes out like the picture marked A. In the series oelow the 
four pictures show the devclopment of the headlock from under 
the arm lock combination and how to pin with the head and arm 
lock in combination with an arm scissor which throws your arm 
into a Japanese arm lock. 

In the first picture you see the position the man on top work
ing too far to the front and getting ready to take your arm to pull 
it back. You reach across and take his right arm at the wrist 
in your left hand. Give it a quick jerk and at the same time 
raise your right arm high and swing on a hard head lock. In 
showing the head lock from standing I told you that it was not 
to be used as an offensive hold so we are using it here as a method 
of escape to get out from under and maybe pin a man. In ·the 
second picture you have just clamped On the head lock and have 
the arm drag ready to go. The proper method of holding the arm 
is to grasp the arm just above the elbow as soon as you can get 
the arm under you. Your thumb and fingers holding the outer and 
inner projections of the Ulna bone of the forearm. Jerk him under 
as in the picture C and apply all your pressure. This will not pin 
him so when you have him secured reach out and take the hand 
of his right arm and sticl{ it between your legs prying the arm as 
shown. If the arm is kept straight you will have a joint locking trick 
and_a. foul hold so throw the hand upward as shown into a Japanese 
arnt lock and a professional pin hold. The getting of the arm in the 
scissor will pry him over and on his back for a fall. He will be 
clawing at your face and maybe try to get a head scissor on you 
so look out and keep- your head forward and if he claws tighten up 
on the arm in t.he scissor and make him b~ good. 
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At nearly every meet of any importance we see the ride as 
shown in picture A. This hold has been used all over the U. S. with 
success so here is the best brl'al{ I know and one devised to protect 
our men from the hold. As long as the man on top holds your 
t,,"O legs as shown you can do nothing only tire yourself out trying 
to break loose. The leverage he has he will keep breaking dow"n 
vour support and you will get nowhere. It always takes a little 
;lerve to turn your back to the !Uat but here is where it must be done. 
If your right leg is held dive forward and land on your right 
shoulder as shown in picture B. Your left leg is in good position 
to kick your opponent away and then get to your feet. Give a kick 
and then land something like picture C. Then as quick as a flash 
turn anyway to face your opponent and take a body hold or any 
other hold 10 get to your feet and away from him then come back and 
get him to the mat. 

In the picture marlted D we haye a condition that comes up 
often and most College and High School men don't Imow what 
to do. If you can e'"er get hold of a leg and your opponent is 
about to turn and face you maybe getting hold of your body and 
legs then it is time for you 10 reach acro~s his face and take the 
further arm and then with pressure from yOUl' body or legs or 
both using your weight the best you can pry his head back and 
awa)' ..;from you to break him down and then go behind. 

~ 
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GROUP 7, ESOAPES. 

In this group we are starting one of the most important series 
eyer known and one that has done more to revolutionize wrestling 
than any other single hold. I refer to th~ double wrist lock. In 
this series I will tell how to get and how to protect yourself against 
the double wrist lock from the pOl!ition. The wrist lock as shown 
here is barred from standing except in A. A. U. wrestling here it 
is permitted with restrictions. Study the picture and proceed as 
follows: grab opponent's right wrist in your left hand, reach back 
and over his elbow with your right and then reach under his forearm 
and grab your own left wrist with your right, keep his arm slightly 
bent and put the pressure on as shown in cut B. In cut B we show 
one thing your opponent might do and that is grab his two hands to
gether, in cut C he is shown grabbing your left arm with his left. 
If you cannot break your opponent's hands apart you cannot com
plete the hold. To break the hands apart press downward along 
ronr leg until his grasp breaks and then finish the hold. If he has 
your arm it is more difficult but can be done sometimes as follows: 
• 
Throw your buttocks into his abdoman as hard as you can and at 
the same time thrust your arms as far forward as possible and when 
his grasp breaks proceed with the hold. 

We are now in position B or C and quickly proceed to position 
D. At this stage of the proceedure do a high bridge and roll your 
opponent over on his back and in under you at the same time kick
ing .our leg free and spread out across his chest holding the arm 
in the lock and trying for a fall. If he should get on top hold the 
arm and put 011 another wrist lock and keep trying. You will see 
the hold further developed on the next page. 
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GROUP 8, 

• 

In cut A we see a continuation of the double wrist lock as de
scribed on the other page. At this position you should get the 
foot loose and get ready to turn your chest to your opponent's chest 
and flatten him out. Watch particulartly the high bridge to keep 
your shoulders off the mut. The foreigners always bridge higher than 
this and we Americans should get to bridging higher than we do 
for you never can tell we might touch flat and get called down. 

In cut B. you see an exceptional break for the double wrist but 
it is sometimes impossible to put on the break as shown. 'fo sucess
fully put on this COtUlter you have to shift your body to the le~t 
and in position shown and this cannot be done if your opponent 
hooks his leg before he starts the double wrist lock. You will find 
that if you get into the position shown that he may give you some 
trouble but grab the skin on your abdoman with your right hand 
and this will sometimes save you. 

If you cannot successfully counter him then come around in 
front as shown in cut C and hold the wrist lock on him instead on 
his holding it on you. All through these holds aud counters put 
all your weight on him to tire him out and use your balaucc to all 
your advantage. 

In the fourth hold shown it is merely a continuation of an escape 
hold t1;le start of which is shown in group 3 picture A Chapter "How 
to tlt'Tow to the mat". The man has started to sit up like is shown 
in cut D. Group 2 "Escapes". Rea('b ovel' his shoulder with your 
chin and then exert pressure to lay him flat on his back. He can
not escape and must roll over to l{eep from being thrown as will 
always turn face down and then you can get hack on top. 
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GROUP 9, 

In .. \meateur wrestling there is an increasing need for methods 
of getting out of poor positions and turnillg on your opponent. 
One of the greatest needs is a break for the half nelson and its 
\'aI"iations so in this page some good positions will be shown. The 
leverage and position of your body and leg:> arc vitally impOI·tant 
If a man is getting a half nelson he is getting ready to pry you so 
you will roll over on your back. To offset his pry make the legs per
pelldicular to the body and when he tries to roll you the weight 
of the legs will keep you from tuming. This is your first protection 
The second thing to remember is to always parall(>l your oppon
ent. I mean that if he is not permitted to get to one side and 
push he will not have the power. Keep him parallel "'ith you anel he 
has no leverage to turn you. Then scissor the leg as shown in cut 
A and keep the legs and your body at T1.ght angles to each other 
to get the advantage of leverage andkeeping your opponent parallel. 
The man on top can maintain his advantage if allowed to spread 
out and brace himself. You ha"e the leg scis!-;OI'cd so in order to 
1'011 him off must destroy one of his arms and always the same 
one corresponding to the leg. If you scissor his !'ight leg then tie 11p 
his right arm and let the left alone. Then do the sit up as shown 
in cut B and continue to turn to the left. Most wrestlers will take a 
body hold with their right when they get into the above position 
and your weight laying on the arm will tie up the arm. 'Vhen 
yon _reach the point shown in cut C the tables have been reversed 
~Ilefyou have a half nelson and a crotch hold on your opponent 
who just before had a. half nelson on you. Kick your leg loose 
and throw them to one side so he cannot scissor either get your body 
perpendicular to his so you will have the greatest leverage and pro
ceed with caution. Half nelsons are no good unless used with some 
hold to stop the under man from turning on over when his back 
hits the mat. 

In the last picture you have a varIation of.attack and what 
might be done when yo ucome out from tmder and then take some 
hold all your opponent. In cut C. is shown the under man coming out 
from under and then taking a crotch and half nelson to pin his 
opponent. He may not be able to get just this variation so we 
are showing a half nelson and further arm hold to turn opponent 
oyer and there to take the crotch or some other variation to pin 
with. The breaks for the half nelson given in the three top pictures 
are a mighty good defence for any man to lmow. Most of the falls 
in .\mateur W'restling are gained with this one hold sO it is weU 
to study all variations from the to:p and bottom position and then 
to practice each part until you ar~ throughly familar with them. 
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GROUP 10, ESCAPES. 

In all kinds of wrestling you are called upon to solve the 
different problems that come up. In this book many problems 
are discussed and then an attempt is made to solve them. Here 
is a problem that comes up every once in a while and if it not 
coming so the under man could work into the position and then 
come out if he wished. 'fhe type of man to use this come out 
is one who is strong and who can do a good bridge. Suppose it 
happens that you for some reason or another are under your oppon
ent nearly pinned and have the holds as shown in the top picture. 
If this condition exists then solve the problf'm. Put your right 
foot to the side and at the same time do a high bridge. Grab 
vour opponent around the chest under his arms and slide him off 
;'our body over your head. His being so far over your head limits 
his action and will pull him to one side and nearly under you. 
Be ready for one thing and that is he may try to jump over you 
and take a front body scissor. If he suceeds you will be beaten 
nearly every time so keep your right leg ready to throw up so 
he cannot jump across. You can see "'.hat happens by studying 
the three pictures the third shows you on top and how the hold 
works. I can't emphasize too much the need for a good strong bridge 
You should not feel at a loss· if you are on your back but should 
know at least twenty things to do and then with all control bridge 
or anything else and escape. 

In the last picture, the one marked D, is shown the wing and 
kick escape. This picture has been discussed but it being so important 
I put in another veiw. In this picture the under man was winged 
with his left and kicked with his right in the crotch of his opponent. 
The top man will be thrown off to one side and before he recovers 
the under man will escape his hold and either get free or get on 
top. This one escape is worth one week's practice for it is a good 
one. 
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GROUP 11, ESCAPES. 

In the first picture shown and marl{ed A we show a method of 
escaping from a man who tries some kind of a hold and gets too 
far forward and along your side. The man under watches very 
carefully and when his opponent, who' is on top, comes up along 
side he slips his left knee backward and gets it back of his opponent's 
right. The man on top is evidently trying for an arl!! scissor and 
further nelson so his next thought is to get his arm free of his oppon
ents 101ee. As soon as you have the inside leg and arm free back out 
from under and you will come on top and the riding position as 
shown in cut B. Along with this escape we should tell of the hold 
from which we are escaping. In nearly all wrestling texts they show 
the arm scissor and further nelson. This is gotten by taking a 
further nelson and slipping the knee under the other arm and then 
taking a scissol' on the near arm and forcing the further half nelson 
al1d turning the opponent over on his back and then lock his arms 
behind for a pin. This is all well if carried out to the letter but 
failR so often that it is not worth anything as an offensive hold. If 
anyone tries this hold on you do as instructed above and you can 
escape nearly every time. There is not one man in one hundred 
who can apply a further nelson and arm scissor and make it worle 

In the third picture you see a man spinning out of a further 
nelson eventually to escape or come on top of his opponent. Before 
he i-Ollld spin he had to get his inside arm and leg free. What would 
happen in the case when the man applying the hold would throw 
his right leg across the face of the man spinning out. This would 
complicate things to be sure. When you spin out use it as a last 
resort. 

In the picture marked D. you have a study worth while and if 
you don't get some good imformation out of this it is your own fault. 
The cry is use your legs and in this case that is the thing that is 
being done. You are under the bottom and. have tried to break 
your opponent's holds and have no success. Then your opponent 
comes along side and you see that he is flattened out and his hips 
are low to the mat then shift YOllr legs across his middl& and the 
weight of your body will put you on top and behind. This is one 
of the best escapes known if learned to perfection and applied at the 
right time. All the sucess you have will depend on your judgment 
of the things you should do. Then I say that knowledge is seventy 
five percent of it. 
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GROUP 12, ESOAPES. 

After experimenting for five years on the cross scissor ride we 
have found only two methods of breaking the hold and then these 
will not worl{ as they ought to. The first three pictures show one 
method of breaking the cross scissor ride. I will do my best to 
explain what I think the best method known to day. If you want 
to escape from the cross scissor ride do not turn on your bacl< or 
spend your strength thrashing about the mat. Pirst set about the 
shake the foot loose and to work your opponent forward. Get on 
your hands and Imees or feet and with a quick sideward throw of 
the hips throw your opponent off your hip. Continue the movement 
by bacl{ing out a little and he wiII start to fall off rour head. Reach 
through with your arm and take a hold around his body or his leg. 
In the picture it shows taking the leg but this will not be the case 
and it will be the body about half the time. If it is the leg proceed 
as shown in picture C and you are on top and behind. If it is 
a body hold the problem wiII be different for you will ha,·e a double 
body hold and be between his legs. His bacl{ will be toward the 
mat with the advantage on your side. Hang on to the double body 
hold stay between his legs and try for a fall by getting any hold that 
opens up and let him do the worrying and when he tries to tum 
oyer on his face keep the leg hold' or between the legs watching 
that he does not do a Japanese leg trip and arm lock with you. 

3n the picture marked D you are shown another method of 
br~kil1g the cross scissor ride. The man on top had his head OYer 

his opponent's left shoulder. The under man plunged to the mat 
on top hit the mat with his head and skidded loose the man under 
gives a hard kick and turns and comes on top. 

Another metftod is the diving roll. Dive forward striking your 
opponent's head on the mat and at the same time try to kick him 
high in the air this wiII lossen his leg from yours and will some
times get him loose. Try this "aria.tion from picture D. Lie down 
as shown and then kick your right leg so high he loses his balance 
and you can get loose and get on top. 

One thing about the cross scissor ride to remember is not to 
bore your elbow into you opponent's ear for you will give him cauli
flower ea.r a.nd skin him up in general. Five years ago we used 
this hold and discontinued and then took it up again last seUlion 
I consider it a great hold to use, to wear an opponent so you can 
beat him with a fall. You can work about ten scissor and arm 
combinations with the cross scissor ride. 
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GROUP 18, ESCA.PES. 

In this last group on escapes I will give you one from what I 
call the highest degree of wrestling. In five years from now you will 
have many new holds and escapes. Notice the trend of the times 
and see if you use your feet and legs as much as you should. l-'or 
e\"ery known hold at Oldahoma A. & M. College there is a foot and 
leg combination. Very few people know the anatomy of the leg 
and the joints and "'orking of them are like Greek. Study the 
anatomy of the leg see how the hip joints loclts and determine the 
clever easy way to accomplish certain things. This is a hold that 
I did nt intend to show to any person as I cOl18idered it too good 
but in trying to make this t.he best book ever written I put it in 
",ith the rest of them. 

When underneath work your right lower leg so that you can 
hook your Jeg over your opponent's. You then hook the toe and wait 
for a chance to sit back on your left hip as shown in the first picture 
remt'mbering to keep the right arm free and ready for action. Grah 
the instep of the foot as shown and with a quick turn pivot on your 
right leg and turn on top as shown in the third picture. If I had 
known three tricks as good as this one tw('lve years ago I would 
have thought I had it all. There are hundreds of them but most 
of them haven't been discovered. As a suggestion bend your Jegs 
about and see just whcre your joints lock and what pries you can 
get then set about inventing a new leg combination. Eyery wrestler 
can~-Q.o tlns if he will try. 
~ 
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GROUP 1, OFFENSIVE. 

113 

After ~'ou have learned how to get opponent to the mat by 
going behind and then throwing him to the mat and after you have 
learned how to !"ide him when you have him down and know what 
to do if he gets you to the mat then, it is time to learn what to 
do when 'you are wrestling on top and want to get your opponent 
on his back for a fall. 

The leading hold to tUIn a man over and one used for many 
years is the half nelson. The hal f nelson is a good hold to turn 
a man with but is no good to pin a man with if you do not have 
some method of keeping him from turning on over to the other side. 
In all half nelson combinations it h; necessary to have some hold, 
usually called a stop hold. The best combination to work with 
the half nelson is the bar-arm. To get thi~ combination get an arm 
back first and then get the bar as shown in picture A. This is ;the 
hold with the left arm. As soon as you get the bar arm t.hen shift 
your body to the other side and get the half nelson if you can and 
with about the leverage shown. Put all your weight on your man 
and with your right shoulder under his arm pit u~e all your foree to 
pry him oyer as shown in cut B. The great fault with most men 
working from the top they try to hurry to the hold and find that 
t.hey are too far over and are very easily rolled on over and under. 
I say go slow after you reach the point ~hown in cut B. Try to 
stop your man just before his shoulders hit the mat and then hold 
him until he gives down. 
~ - In cut C · you see the under man doing t.wo things to prevent 

his opponent from turning him over on his baek. He has worked 
his under firm loose and is using both arms as prie~ to make the top 
man work against himself. Notice his leg~. He is trying to get 
his legs 11arallel to his opponerits so the weight of his legs will be 
hard to raise and in this way put up a good defense. He may 
scissor hi!) opponent's right leg and gain another mechanical leverage 
and prevent his opponent from turlJillg him. 

In the last picture you see a combination of armf! and legs 
tryin~ to pl'(!yenl; the top man f"om turning him over. It is always 
well to st.ud;\· t.he defen~e with eHch hold so you will know both sides 
of the argument. You never can tell when you may be the under 
mnn and you want to know the best natural position to get into. 
Often a little thing like where to put your legs will save you. If 
you know all the best comb-inations then you will nat.urally put up 
a hard fight without much phYl'ical effort. It is the getting out of 
position that causes you to extend yourself when you arc really net 
ill a dangerous position. Don't let any body have a. bp.f arm and half 
nelson 011 you for it will tal,e lot;; of energy to break the hold. It 
!s caRieI' to kE'cp out of than it is to bl'eak after your opponent has 
It on vou . • 
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GROUP 2. 

----
There are many combinati('ns of half nelsons with other holds 

nearly every turning hold has the same leyerage. Here we are 
showing what is called a further arm and crotch or further leg. 
From the behind position reaelt through and take the further arm 
then shift quickly and take a crotch or further leg from in front 
of the near thigh. Lift up on 1 he leg and crotch and pull and press 
down on the arm rolling your opponent on his back. Slip the one 
arm well up in his crotch and put your arm over the back of his 
head eventually getting into tile half nelson position and pin him. 
All of these pOl;itions are showlI in cuts A, B, and C. In the picture 
at the bottom of the page is shown a method of breaking the half nel
son. This is done by reaching up with the near hand and pull the 
fingers and hand off the back of your head and neck. It can be 
done with the other hand if you wish and is equally ef'fecti ve. 

Other combinations that mny b(" used are the half nelson and fur
ther arm, half nelson and further leg. They all haye the same lever
age effect and are not much ,Iifferent from any other combination 
that has in it the half nE'lson or further arm hold. 
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GROUP 3, OFFENSIVE . 

. ----

In the two upper pictures you see the development of a very 
good pin hold and not so dangerouz,; as its first seems. You can name 
this position anything yon \\'ish. Nothing has ever been published on 
these varitations. From the cross scissor ride with your left leg 
sticking baek between your opponents and with the toe hooked over 
the calf reach back with your left arm as shown and your right 
pulling up your opponeuts leg. He will feel that since you are under 
him he is in no danger. Force the leg upward toward his chest 
aud lock Ius head Bnd leg together tighten' the hook of your toe 
on his shill and your grip 011 his head and leg and pin him. 'fhis 
is a split crotch hold Rome yarieties are barrru but this one is legal 
for amateur matches. 

The third picture shows a variation of the switch where the 
man on the under side shifts to the top position. When a man on 
top of you reaches under your arm ready for a half nelson or some 
other hold reach backward quickly and takc his leg and at the same 
time pinning your opponent arm tmder yours. By forcing his 
elbow inward you get his arm in :1 cramped position and he has no 
resistance. Lift the leg til the side and upward and turn and come 
on top. 

The fourth pieture is not very clear but was attempted to show 
how to throw a man o,'er ~'our head after ho has gotten your legs. 
T~e man who is on his back and who is nearest you had gotten his 
opponents legs and was about to ge:t him down. The opponent took 
a hold around the body with his left and around with right and 
fell backward and at the same time took his right foot and kicked 
him clear over and on his back. This is a good thing to do and it 
will work most of the time. It is another reason for learning to 
use your legs for they will get you out of more places than your 
arm. 
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GROUP 4, OFFENSIVE. 

This entire page is given to explaining the split crotch variation 
sometimes called the "Banana Split". This is the name given by 
my boys after they used it a year in their matches. There are 
several ways to get the split but the best is when your opponent 
sits up to risist you or to break a",'ay and stand. Put all your weight 
on your opponent's back taking care he doesn't get your head 
and spin out. Reach over and take the leg as far down as possible. 
At the same time step your left foot inside of your opponent's 
left leg. When you lift the leg fall backward and slip your left 
toe to lock and hold your opponent's left leg this also keeps him 
from slipping his head out from between your legs which is necessary 
for a pin hold. All these positions are shown in A, B. and C. 
As you go from C. to D. :;lip your right leg inside the right thigh 
and along the right side of the neck and stretch out your opponent. 
His shoulders will be pinned and he can't even wiggle. If every
thing fails hold the foot and come out on top and behind and 
start another drive for the hold you started to get. • 

Another way to get this hold fmd another variety is when 
you have your opponent on the mat in the regula.r hands and 
knees position. Say you are working from the right side then 
step your right leg over his right shoulder for him to grab. At 
the same time reach over his left side and take hold of the left 
leg and pull it forward falling so you will tum to the left. Your 
opponent will be on his right shoulder and you will have his left 
leg pulled up like shown in the pictures. Then put your left leg 
over his left shoulder and his head will be held between your 
thighs pull the leg up until his knee is along side of his head 
and his shoulder will be flat and he will not be able to make 
much resistance to being pinned. 
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GROUP 5, OFFENSIVE. 

About twenty years ago the head scissor made its first appear
ance. It became popular because it was a killer and rendered your 
opponent partially unconscious. In this variation I have perfected 
a series that not only is effective but safe and if it fails you land 
on top and ready to go again. To get the head scissor get the 
arm back as shown and take a rear crotch hold putting all your 
weight about where your left shoulder hits your opponent's back. 
Pull forward hard with the, right hand and to the left with your 
left. I mean put an your force to pull to the place wherc the ll'g 
of the table has been destroyed. Keep up this tactics until your 
opponent is streched out. As soon as he is streched out change your 
right hand from a rear crotch to a double lock on his wri!;t 8l> shown 
in cut B. Continue the pressure on his back and jump your left lnwc 
t.o the right side of his head and give him a quick jerk upward 
t.his will throw his head between your legs and then clamp on the 
scissor. If you fail in any part of the above proceedure jump back 
to your original position and go behind then start over and go as 
far as you can. If you cannot beat a man with this combination 
he will he so tired that he can usually be beaten with most any 
hold that you wish to put on him. 

Sometimes when you reach position B put your left knee on 
his arm about two inches above the elbow to hold and weaken 
the arm by tiring it. It will also cut off the blood and deaden the 
nerves making the arm helpless. One great trouble with the head 
scissor if it is applied in a brutal manner it will nearly always 
r~nder your opponent unconscious. When the knees are clamped 
oyer the temporal artery terribh dizziness and headaches follow. 
We are not using the head scissor much today although it is a 
winner. The lesson to learn is never allow an opponl'nt to stretch 
you out and always keep your buttocks up off the mat 1>0 you {'an 
hend enough to back your head out of the scissor. 
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GROUP 6, OFPENSIVE. 

In cut A we have a man taking a further arm and head scissor 
md in cut B the hold is completed. The proper way to take this 
wid is to reach through with your left arm and grab opponent's 
lrm just above the elbow. Press on his back with your chin with 
Lll your weight and when he gives down slightly Oll his right should
!r reach through very quickly with your right to help your left 
lOld the arm and pull it to you. With aU your weight on him force 
lis right shoulder to the mat and start to turn him slightly. He 
dll be able to resist you until you step over his neck and block 
tis head from slipping across the mat. Fall over and clamp the 
,cissor as you go catching his other arm in the scissor. One arm 
s pulled across his chest and the other one is held in the scissor 
dth his head and neck. He cannot break the hold and his only 
:hance is to work into a strangle and have the hold broken. In all 
)l'obability your opponent will break two or three of these holds 
Iy mere strength. After he breaks two or three he is ready for 
he fall as his strength is gone and his desire to participate has 
lartiaUy left him. I consider this one of the toughest propositions 
'ou have to contend with. The best break for a hold of this kind 
s not to let it get this far. It is easier to extend yourself to 
:eep out than to get out after you are in . 

• 
In the picture you have another veiw of the half nelson the 

'reatest pin hold known and the only one that always works. The 
l¥.under is showing the proper defense position by reaching under 
pponent's side with his right and keeping himself in an L shape so 
e can better resist the turning moment. Also the man under is 
eeping his opponent parallel to him and not letting him get out 
) the side perpendicular to him. 

The bottom picture is a duplicate showing how to break the 
alf nelson by pulling off opponent's hand with yours using the 
lme from the side of the nelson. You may use the opposite h8J1d 
, you wish. 
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GROUP 7, Ol'nNSIVE, 

In the first pictur ~ marked! A you see a hold rarely used but 
a come out of real vaiue, The man on the bottom has decided to 
come on top by doing the followil;.g, Work your leg nearest your 
opponents back and put it over that of your opponent's. As soon 
as you get this far reach across your opponent's legs and put your 
left elbow over yom' opponent's left lmee as shown. Gradually work 
your opponcnt's knee together until his base is partially dest.royed 
When his knees are clamped t.ogether he will fall over on his left 
hip. All you ha'·e to do is to shift. your legs and body across 011 top 
of his legs and body and you hay~ come out from under and are on 
top getti,!g an advantage. 

In our rides we show the cross scissor l'ide. This I consider 
the best all purpose ride )mown. It wears down an opponent and 
is really a wondcrflll offensive position. In cut B the man has 
t.he cross scissor ride and instead of working 011 the head and nee!.: 
as is m;ally done he is getting in position for a split crotch or some 
other variety. He ,,"atehes very alert and when his opponent raises 
his left hand and arm forward he slips his left arm under and takes 
a re,'erse half nelson. He then drops over on his side and applies 
the hold as is cut C. I doubt seriously if very many coaches ever 
ad"ocatc the use of this trick but it is a good one and nearly a 

~ sure winller. If you do not pin you opponent you can hold him 
indefinitely. The best thing if you havc to hold on long is to ,throw 
o\'er.your right leg and put on the hook scissor or the figure of four 
as ifis called, Notice in cut C th~ man is raising his leg to pre\'ent 
the man on top applying a hook scissor. Try these positions out. 
wit.hout much hard pulling and when ~rou have learned about them 
then apply with .more force, Always be very ('areful not to apply 
the hold too hard as your opponent's ribs and side may be pulled or 
twisted apal1:. 

In the bottom and last picture you haye a hold called the sit 
back. The reason for the same being that the hold is gotten by taking 
certain positions and then sitting hack as shown hy the man in 
front. 

Start standing and take your right arm under that of youI' 
opponent's and your left on his arm as shown in the cut. :Make 
sure that your hold will not slip and then st.ep across in front of 
his right leg as shown and at the same time sit down quickly with 
your left hip 011 your opponents left foot. The hold then is just 
a question of sitting back and allowing your opponent to fall across 
your legs and body to the floor. You will have a hold on him that 
will pull him under you. This is n0t a pin hold so some other variety 
of hold must be taken after both hit the mat. 
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GROUP 8, 

The first three pictures show the evolution of the hold known 
as the double wrist lock and the head scissor. This is only one 
variation but the best one I know for the combination. You are 
behind your opponent and have your right knee in between his legs 
Reach across and take a double wrist lock on his opposite arm. 
Step out and arcoss his head ,yjth your left leg as shown in cut A 
and fall over on your left hip. This part of the offensive move will 
turn him over and then as he rolls clamp on the head and a.rm 
scissor. Since you have his head and arm locked he will not have 
any method of prying the legs apart and breaking the hold. In 
all my teaching I advocate the turning the arlllS loose and taking 
some other position a little more safe. From the original hold if 
it is broken it nearly always throws you under. Turn loose of the 
wrist lock and use your leg strength to clamp his and keep him near
lyon his back. Take a body hold with your arms if he slips you 
can nearly always get behind. It is desirable to use only variations 
that will enable you to finish up behind your opponent after a hold 
break. Study picture B and when your opponent gets this far 
turn loose of the double wrist lock and take your left hand around 
his body putting it around from the side your left leg is on. Your 
right should b~ kept free to put to the mat to give you a large base. 
If any thing slips take a crotch hold with your right hand and arm 
and you are safe enough that you can go behind if you wish. 

In the last picture marked D we are showing another variety 
of the half nelson and it in combination with a further leg hold. 
Take a problem of a man you cannot turn over with a regular half 
nelson and you desire to worh: something that will do the trick. 
First tal{e a half nelson getting it set as you want it and the shift 
quickly to his side and take Il crotch or further leg as shown. Don't 
try to force the nelson at all but raise his rear end and legs over 
and turn liim on his back. The best method of getting this hold but 
quite complicated is as follows: Take a hold on your opponent's left 
ankle he will straighten out his leg to break the hold and when 
he does get the further leg and pry over on his right hip, then take 
the nelson and complete the hold as in any other variation. You 
will find that this is what is usually called a. catch hold one gotten 
from flying or quickly moving positions. Some of the best coaches 
use these leg variations with every nelson position to a great advant
age. This one hold opens up the inside and outside leg combinations 
I consider this field only scratched and within three years we will 
have about twenty combinations ready inside and outside leg tricks. 
'fhese holds are being tried out and work but will not be given out 
for publication because they have not been tested enough. 
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GROUP 9, OFFENSIVE. 

------

In picture A you see the top mall who originall~' hlld a bo(ly 
~;ci:>sor trying to pin his opponent with a half nelson. The body 
scissor is not as good a hold as it used to be because if you take 
a body scissor and your opponent takes a scissor on your legs ill 
front of him then both scissors must be brol{cll and the man who 
orginally had the first scissor placed behind in the down position 
and the man who had the scissor on his feet is placed on all fours 
on the bottom. In the A. A. U. Rules no scissor is permitted on 
head or body. To get the hold as shown take a hold around your 
opponent'g body with both arms and knock forwal'd and at the ::;illllC 

time take your scissor making sur I! that you get one leg in its place 
at a time and don't try to take the scissor with both ]eg~ at once. 
Stretch out hard and get your opponent to the mat flattened out face 
down with wour weight well over his chest. Grab his left elbow 
with your right hand and pull up and across. Be wry careful with 
this hold as more men are injured with this one than all others 
When the arm is gotten over his head reach through and apply your 
half nelson. Then turn him over ~lowly and allow his body to turn 
in your scissor until he gets into position shown in ~llt B where 
he is to be pinned and the scisl)or clamped on -as tight as is necessary. 
I "'ant to warn you again that thu-e is a limit to the height an arm 
can be pulled across and plead with you to bp. careful and lose a 
match rather than injure an 0ppollent. 

In some bout:> you have a hard time doing anything with your 
opponent when he is under you a.'; shown in cut C. It seem:; impos
sible to g('t him off his balance to apply and hold. The pictures 
shown in cut C and D are a way of getting him off his balance so 
that some kind of hold may be applied, Reach fOI'wurd and gl·ab 
his hand as shown or hook your left arm at the elbow and. at the 
same time give him as hard a heave forward as possible. The entire 
weight of your body and the heave you give him puts all the pressure 
on one arm and it usually breaks down the strain, You can shift 
grab some other hold a.nd apply something on him. 
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GROUP 10, OFP'gNSIVE. 

In the first picture you see a pin hold which is a reyerse wrist 
lock and an arm scissor which when applied usually brings a fall. To 
get this combination it is better to get the arm scissor and then 
reach over and take the arm hold or any other you may want. If 
you have any hold trip or lock that turns the man on his back, the 
instant he rolls over grab the near arm and put it in the sC:!;''Ior as 
shown. Then reach across with your left and grab his wrist and 
straighten out the arm or pull it over his head as shown. Then reach 
under with your right and complete the double reverse wrist lock 
as shown. 

In the second picture marked B is shown the arm scissor hold. 
Called short arm scissor because of the method of application to 
a bent arm. To get this hold it is better. to be in front either head 
to head on just on top of your opponent in head to head position. 
Hook your right arm in his bent arm and throw your right leg over 
bending his arm over yours. Sit up and grab your left arm at 
near the elbow and at the same time grab him about over the liver 
with your left hand. Take 1.\ scissor locking the legs together by 
hooking the right toe oyer the leit leg at near the knee and sit back 
and force his shoulders. to the mat. There seems to be only one 
method of breaking this hold and that is by doing a back roll which 
will turn your oppon~nt in such a way that he will be uuder you. 
Let your practice partner have the hold and try to break it by 
turning a back roll and see where you both land. 

In picture C is shown what to do if a man is turning out from 
under yon like is sometimes done aftel' breaking a half nelson. The 
man on top is keeping his left elbow so close to his opponent's body 
that the under man cannot get hil, left arm out and continue the 
turn toward you. I mean the under man is rolling from the back 
to the front of the picture. 

In cut D is shown a method of pinning a lUan that will suprise 
some of the best wrestlers. It is a further half nelson and near 
leg scissor. Take a further half nelson and then give him a heave 
with. your right leg and throw him forward and he will turn up on 
his left shoulder, Continue the scissor and pres!> the half nelson 
to make a twisting hold of very wlUsual punishing power. It seems 
that when you get a fenow in a twist and his legs bent up neal' his 
head he does not ha\'e any leverage or power with which to escape, 
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GROUP 11, OFFENSIVE. 

In the first two pictures you have another old hold that I don't 
rate very high but will show it here for most men are getting into 
this hold very often. 'rhe hold is called an arm scissor and a further 
nelson. In nearly every wrestling book this is shown near the first 
as a good hold. To get this hold proceed as follows: Reach through 
under your opponent's arm with )- our other forearm prying his head 
down, have your hands locked together, slip your knee under his 
body and keep it well in 80 that the bottom man cannot get his 
right arm free, pry his head down at the same time step over his 
right arm with your right and apply an arm scissor and nelson 
turning him over on his back as shown in cut 13, then look out that 
you pull his arms back under you and roll toward him pinning his 
arms and shoulders to the mat for a fall. The trouble with the hold 
is that the under man can ilscape too easily and then comes on top. 
The defense for this hold is as follows: If a man who is Oil top 
of you takes a further nelson look back and see what he is doing 
",ith the near leg and knee, take your left hand and press on his 
left knee and at the same time pull your right out and put it around 
his body from behind and simply back out from under him and 
come on top. 

In C. a·nd D you have a variation of heave to turn an opponent 
so you may apply some kind of a pin hold on him. Reach through 
with your right arm and hook your fingers of your right hand well 
over the muscles at his side. Reach forward with your left and 
pull down hard on his elbow giving him the hardest heave you can. 
It will han tendency to turn him on his shoulder and gin you an 
opportunity to apply some other hold for a pin. In D you see what 
has happened after the heave. Th6re are 8everal things that you 
can do and the best is to reach down quickly with your right and 
pull his left arm back under you locking the two arms together 
and then rolling them back under you force his shoulders to the mat 
for a fall. You may continue the hold and pry him down. so hard 
on his head and neck that his shoulder will go to the mat as .. shown 
in the last picture. This is a hard way to get a fall and will usually 
result in his getting free and sometimes on top of you. 

The main thing a hold of this kind is to accomplish is to get your 
opponent in such a position that you can apply some other hold 
that gives you more advantage. 
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Before we conclude offensive wrestling it is well to look over 
what we have done and add a little here and there to fill out your 
list of holds. We studied the methods of getting behind while 
standing and gave about thirty pages to that division. This one 
class of holds is very important in Amateur Vvrestling because it 
is so hard to get behind an opponent and to get him to the mat. In 
the chapter" How To Throw To The :Mat" there was shown seyeral 
methods of throwing a man to the mat when he stands and you 
are behind him. This chapter is yery important because many 
wrestlers tug and pull using much energy and cannot get their 
opponent to the mat and off his feet. The next in importance came 
the ways to ride a man when he is down on all fours. This branch 
of wrestling is very important because a man who is under will 
escape from you unless you know a number of rides and things 
to do to counter his holds when he tries to get you off his back. 
The chapter and groups on escapes is vitally important. If yOlU 
got under, and all wrestlers do some times, you are beaten unless 
you know many methods of escape. Try one and if it does not work 
try another and another until finally one of them gets you op.t from 
under. If you fail to get out from under then get to your feet and 
try some stunts not sho,vD. in the book and do anything that you 
can to get him loose. After you have learned the first four chap
ters then the few things lefi to do are classed in this text as offen
sive wrestling. It is a fact that every move ... hat you hRse TIl.lde to 
attack the other fellow is offensive. 

You should know about five or six methods of pinning to the 
mat. I shall try to describe a few that may be used and the ones 
I consider the best. The best method of pinning is with the bar 
arm and half nelson. This hold was shown in cut A. and B Group 1 
Offensive. The half nelson puts your opponent over on his should
ers and the bar arm checks him, so he cannot contin'ne to roll and 
escape. 'When this hold is applied with all your weight well over 
your opponent's upper chest and the body is kept perpendicular 
to your opponent's body and you squeeze your oppnent with all your 
strength this is really a hard hold to break. . 

The second best pin hold is the half nelson and crotch. When 
you have a half nelson on your oppoent and you roll him over there 
must be some way to stop him or he will continue to roll and finish 
up face down like he started. When he rolls over run your arm 
in his crotch to keep him from tlli11ing and then apply all pressure 
you have to pull his entire weight up on his shoulders and neck 
a.Dd he will not be strong enough to resist the force. 

The one used and of about third importance is the front body 
scissor and head and arm hold. This is a sure winner but hard to 
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get and is what I term a catch hold. It iii one that you must get 
quickly and only once in eyery few matches do ~'OU han an oppor
tuity to get it at all. If you are astride your opponent and you 
roll him with any hold merely let him roll in the scissor and when 
he comes over on his back he will pull his legR unde)' him to help 
his bridge. Grab one arm and his head together and at the same 
time clamp on a body scissor and stretch him out. Yon will have 
to shift your weight from side to side to ]{eep him from rolling but 
usually two or three shifts are all that he will make. I consider 
this the most dangerous and hardest to break of all the pin holds. 

Another pin hold is the one explained elsewhere in the last 
chapter. Described as the Reyerse double wrist lock and ann 
scissor. This is nearly always gotten from a head lock and arm 
drag. You then put on the arm scissor and then take the reverse 
double lock. 

'Ve must not leave out the re\'Crse half nelson and crotch. In
stead of prying from the near side with the arm reach and take 
the half nelson from the far side toward you get the crotch when 
he rolls over and pin him. 

There is a hold that if it isn't a pin hold it will render your 
opponent too weak to resist any further attack and one we use a 
great deal to pin with. The hold is called the bal' arm and head 
s~issor the complete series is shown in group 5' the last chapter. In 
appJ~'lllg the scissor it is well to study the bll)oa. supply and apply 
the pressure over the temporal artery. If the hold is applied over 
the templs with the bones of the knee joints to apply the pressure 
it will render your opponent in a helpless state in less than five 
minutes. l\Iany times I have seen a wrestler rendered unconseious 
The A. A. U. has barred the scissor on body or head for this reason . 

• 

One of the newest pin holds developed is the cross scissor ride 
and reverse half nelson this hold is shown elsewhere in this book 
and is a· sure winner if ever gotten. It is mighty har(u to get unless 
you are really very clever and your opponent has notl seen the 
variation. It won several bouts last year for the Oklahoma A. & l\f. 
College. 

The half nelson and further arm is a winner but unless practic
ed a great deal will not hold your opponent as well as some of! the 
others.. The way for every wrestler to learn which one he can 
use the best. 




